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“TR” . q 

AUDACIOUS ENGINEERS are filling our popular ; _ : ce i 

publications with descriptions of the cities of . te] 2 

the future. We have all seen their prophetic a 7 

pictures: tiers of gigantic buildings risingone , il 

hundred, two hundred, three hundred stories . ii e 4 

above four or five levels of street. . t 

All the ingenuity of these prophets is re- a | 4 

quired to explain away, even theoretically, . ‘i a 

certain problems of construction. IF this _ HA es q 3 

material can be made to bear so much mote | q 

strain; IF means can be devised to ensure a F wea ' : 

solid foundation — IF, IF. ; il | ' ; a 

a: ae | 

One important detail, however, is always : S XQ iil a | 

taken for granted. “There will be express ele- _ : 3 iN 4 

vators,” they say, “from the various street | 7 oe | |= | 

levels to the hundredth and two hundredth é SS E a i 4 

floor.” THERE WILL BL! We find no “if” i . We 6 
Jonwi 2 ain ff in connection with the elevators. ae P mi 4 i | = te a5 | 

For all builders have come to expect a pet- . | i i] A ce bi Yo | ! 

fect solution of every interior transportation eel bend ; i Hi om i | a. A | 

problem, no matter how audacious. As the | | | iil te C Tf 

cities of the futureare being planned, the OTIS ql : | nN | 

COMPANY expects that dependable vertical ria, q i 

transportation will continue to be taken for sccm : CC 

granted by architects, engineers, and the public. 

Mr. Hugh Ferriss has visioned many outstanding gigantic “buildings of the 

future.” This reproduction is particularly appropriate at this time and special 

permission has been granted to use this illustration in college publications. 

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 

Offices in All Principal Cities of the World 

oe 8000€0€0—0—0 aoe 

aaa mamma
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/ OS es DEA A deni Rea ae craw act 4 ee co ees amok ee eae | ia Sa j ae ce oe us 4 [ee fe 2 2 Para Ue as ee xh Slianmey ean tes | [ e 5 Se Ce Misek sora Ni er i Zo) : - pe * eR ie ME MAGNA OAL CS | el eae cage ec orate | RS Lge tA aR d J eae i ke, ee oe : Be 
uz Weer Pain oem tins etn” mae ae RES Se an ae ee Ba en aera 

f IG a ARE cas RRS ch Ear ek as. ammiinn male We ee a OO ie oe sees — eg Be ae | or Ze Se ASS bl ine es 3 : pe 

Se Bee, oT : _ Thy e < feo Circe nc RR ewes he 

Cee re OO re Nl ee eee ae | be fk a ee a : pec. AMI Si as eee ae Pe an HAS ure eae bi twine a ne ie ee ee] be POY ta OM a Wa ers ite Be ies 7, ee 7 a PO eg No ee a ee 
Pes | Ld a oO es So) UL ER a hae 

LA eer epee oe, , Woe ie ft f pect ne teen hie i iy, ee if iy ee ere ‘) i) Rae aiken deena ie Oe hae ad ee : i UH Ale Tree A canoe Se Se 7) lief i =e (Il He Nie Le ee i, 

ee Ger ae NLT _ & . poses TAG'S Belen eat i ae A i ! ey ee 
: : a *j ye : ee B; a ‘ NY] l} = 

iAwhs Ce a ze OS Ne 3 VSG si 
Oy) : | Vs | 5 ER Oy %. oe iA tO aOR | el A group of Ineersoll-Rand Drifter Drills 

eee ere ORE ‘at work on the Cascade Tunnel job 
(Be Ra ea a aN AA | 

] 

| One Million Doll Y ne wiion Votiars a X¥ ear 
2 q Se Se ee A new 8&mile tunnel, running straight 0 Ee through the heart of the Cascade Mountains, I aa 5 i Os will ultimately save over $1,000,000 a year for 

cS the Great Northern Railroad. 
The Reve Drifter | Itis the urge of this possible saving that calls for the comple- 

| tionof the tunnel within the amazingly brief span of three years. 
} The contractor has accepted this wager against time and is 

| making records that have already aroused world-wide interest. 

At the Mill Creek and East Portal sections of the job, | Ingersoll-Rand R-72 Drills are used extensively. These rapid, 
sturdy, dependable drifters have more than held their own, 
making it possible to attain a daily footage of sometimes 40 feet. 

In every heading, 24 hours a day, the drill crews and ! muckers are going into and through the rock. The race is one 
8 . in which the keenest sort of rivalry prevails among the ; 

competing crews. It is a sporting contest that never lags—a 
contest calling for untiring effort and the very finest tools. 

i Throughout the world you will find LR Drills on just such 
, jobs as this. Built in many sizes and types, they are suitable 

fl for rock-drilling tasks in every kind of engineering work. 

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY—11 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 
Offices in principal cities the world over 

For Canada Refer—Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co, Limited, 10 Phillips Square, Montreal, Quebec 

[ 1] R n d 
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Here's Big News for Fall-- 

Th U-A Suits at The Co-0 e New U-Approved Suits at the Co-Up. 
The past few days have been busy .... The committee takes the lead- 

ones at the Co-Op. We've been ing style trends as seen in all the 

showing and selling the new U- big schools of the country and fol- 

Approved clothes for fall and they lows those trends in their work of 

certainly are easy to get enthusi- designing smart college clothes. 

astic about... 
Well, they did their job well. In 

fabric, in styling and in general 

The style committee from all the smartness these suits are the best 

leading schools of the country (our we have ever seen .. Drop in any 

Mr. Ripp is a member) did them- time you can spare a few minutes 

selves proud when they designed and we'll show you why we are 

these things for autumn and winter proud of U-Approved for fall. 

The UNIVERSITY CO-OP. 
FE. J. GRADY, Mgr. 

State at Lake 

BUY EVERYTHING POSSIBLE ON YOUR CO-OP NUMBER 

ma MS 
REOESLY leauge 

THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

The kind of Printing you want 

The way you want it 

When you want it 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write 
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| he Dean's Welcome 
i 

Q| It has been customary each year for the Engineering Faculty through its Dean to 

extend to the new and old students of the College, through the pages of The WIS- 

CONSIN. ENGINEER, its cordial greetings and good wishes for the coming year. 

This we are happy to do in this the first issue of the thirty-second volume of the mag: 

azine. Q] We wish also to congratulate the magazine upon its long record of useful 

service and to commend it to the attention of students and alumni of the Engineering 

College. An engineering magazine published by the students of the College is one 

of the most important and helpful activities in which they can engage. Qj This en 

terprise, together with the various engineering societies, furnishes fine opportunities for 

the development of talent in ways which will be of very considerable value to the 

student in his later professional life. CQ] They stand to the student in much the 

same relation as the professional societies to the man in practice, and one of the im- 

portant duties the practicing engineer owes to his brothers in the profession is the 

personal support of such societies. QJ Participation in their work in and out of 

college is not only of aid to others but of much direct benefit to the man himself in 

the training it gives in the powers of expression and analysis and in the conduct of 

the related business details. Reasonable participation and support of these activities 

is thoroughly approved and recommended by the faculty. QJ] To the men of the 

freshman class it might be well to give a word of caution against scattering of spare 

energies over too many fields. In fact, you will not find much spare time. The main 

job here is to get a thorough grounding in the principles underlying the work of the 

engineer, and this requires plenty of hard study. Until you have thoroughly tested 

your capacity in the regular work of the course, a very cautious attitude towards other 

dctivities is in order. Whether or not you attain your object in coming to the 

University will depend in large degree upon the energy and persistence with which 

you apply yourself during the first year. We wish you the best of success. 

---F. E. TURNEAURE
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENTS 

IN GAS PURIFICATION 
By FE. W. Jerrrey, Chemist 

Madison Gas & Electric Company 

HE gas industry annually absorbs a great many gas in the form of hydrogen sulphide. After the iron 
T of the technical graduates from both the chemistry oxide becomes inactive it may be revived by exposure 
and chemical engineering courses. Gas manufacturing to air, and then re-used. 

is essentially a chemical process and most gas companies The disadvantages of this process, large ground space 
find it advantageous to have on their operating staff required, lack of flexibility, the irregular labor required 
men who are trained in the principles of chemical for emptying and refilling the boxes, and the difficulty 
engineering. One of the most recent developments in of preventing leakage from boxes under high pressures, 
gas manufacture, the Kopper’s Sulphur Recovery have led to the development of the liquid purifying 
Process, is therefore of j= —_ processes. 
rel to 18 e chemical : i 1 : ae et F ey poe a ens i The first of these devel- 
gineering student. ae: rr) A i ed Pe opments was the Seaboard 
Manufactured gas con- 4 Wf an ] so) 9 mec @ Liquid Purification Pro- 

tains a large number of 4 ta Oe ee Lee T 4 Ti cess. This method effects 
impurities such as hydro- \ | A \ y Bas 3 3 = the removal of the hydro- 
gen sulphide, carbon disul- \ i ci ne UY : > iia le gen sulphide from the gas 
phide, hydrocyanic acid, he v7. Pat : ly We Ea 7 by subjecting it to a thor- 
napthalene, resin forming Bs ; 4 Nea ma cuencaiiieal 1 j ough scrubbing with a 
compounds, water and rr line Bo er rn dilute solution of sodium 
oxygen. The most objec- yt be emg, =: es carbonate. The soda solu- 
tionable of these impurities oe Pa oe = eee hes cme 2 tion absorbs 85% to 95% 
is hydrogen sulphide, and Foam on thionizen ee we Pk ee of the hydrogen sulphide, 
when the gas engineer re- oe oe a a about the same percent of 
fers to “purification”, he i ue we hee ie ag - hydrocyanic acid, and part 
usually means that process ee oe, re ‘ uy r of the carbon dioxide 
by which this undesirable a fo 5 9% present in the gas. The 
onsite ier >—>————— Es soda_ solution containing 
from the gas. FIG, 1—Foam on Thionizer these impurities is regen- 

Previous to the development of the Seaboard Liquid erated by blowing through it a large volume of air. 

Purification Process, of which the Sulphur Recovery The air removes the hydrogen sulphide and the solu- 

Process is a refinement, the universal method used for tion can be used over and over again. The disposal 

gas purification was the dry or oxide process. In this of this large volume of actifier air contaminated with 

the raw gas is brought into intimate contact with finely hydrogen sulphide is in certain localities a difficult 

divided iron oxide. The chemical reactions involved problem. In some installations this has been solved by 
are complicated, but the final effect is to convert the burning the actifier air under the boilers or in the 

hydrogen sulphide into iron sulphide and thus result water gas sets, or by using a tall stack to conduct it 

in the removal of that sulphur which is present in the to the upper currents of air which carry it away un-
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noticed. In either case the sulphur is lost and is not The thionizer, as shown in Figure 1, is a large 

recovered as a by-product. The Sulphur Recovery rectangular tank about 6 ft. deep and has two com- 

Process was worked out not only to accomplish com- partments so that the solution may be transferred from 

plete instead of only partial removal of the hydrogen one to the other. The tank is fitted with baffles to 

sulphide from the gas, but also to effect a good circulation of the 

recover the sulphur in a_ salable liquor. Between each two baffles 

form if possible. fe at the bottom of the tank there 

The operation of the Sulphur ae 4 % are two cloth tubes. These tubes 

Recovery Process, like the Sea- rg —> are made of a good grade of 

board Liquid Purification Process, (? Pi] Pr ’ _| rugged filter cloth and are supplied 

depends upon the fact that an lA aN with compressed air from blowers 

alkaline wash liquor, containing Ales. of the positive type. The purpose 

about 1.3% sodium carbonate, " 5 fg : of the baffles is to increase the 

(soda ash), will absorb hydrogen , ia ; period of contact of the solution 

sulphide, forming sodium hydro- ES. with the tubes, thereby improving 

sulphide and sodium bicarbonate. eI 7 aa a : the aeration. 

In this process, however, the NI j V7 | 1 ; The air as it bubbles up through 

sodium hydro-sulphide is oxidized iS re oe the soda solution has two func- 

in the presence of a suitable [jm HSy hi ve tions to perform. First, it is the 

catalyst forming elemental sulphur, 1 a ar at “% ~s oxidizing agent which liberates the 

the solution thus being regenerated ’ (eee | SS AN elemental sulphur, and second, it 

for the absorption of additional 7a rf se x. oe assists in the separation of the 

hydrogen sulphide. For water gas 7 { i * Ne) finely divided sulphur particles 

a nickel salt is used for the catalyst — Ly ue | / ul from the heavier, coarser impuri- 

and for coal gas a ferric iron salt , j i i He _\| ties present in the solution. In 

is used. The catalyst need be |= phe " “ a "4 normal operation the sulphur rises 

present only in small amounts, [ss { cy it ii ry ay to the surface where it forms a 

0.2% to 0.5%, but it must be in 1 a) EAL bi i, yi blanket of foam from 6 to 18 

a very finely divided condition. |. {; } rie V lf) inches deep. This foam, which 

During the regeneration a side- |g i | Hy iI, | i Cee | contains from 5 to 10 percent sul- 

reaction occurs, resulting in the  |f% Ban li sie Wy is os phur is allowed to over-flow into 

formation of sodium. thiosulphate. ie Ss I ant | | Pay a storage tank. 

The apparatus used in this |i % iiieesessma || yt ug The sulphur foam _ is further 

process consists of an absorber- |Bas4 coe ee He purified by filtration, This is 

saturator in which the gas is [ime gy ] | ; ee a usually done in a kelly filter press. 

brought into intimate contact with jag Ce) i ’ i i | From the fact that the sulphur is 

the circulating liquor and a_so- e a elu j so finely divided, it being even 

called “thionizer” or aerating tank oe ns nH laa ] He finer than Merck’s precipitated 

in which the solution is subjected [F - el Mt =| sulphur, one would expect difficulty 

to the action of finely atomized air. - ay pi ath ‘ * '<| in filtering. This, however, is 

The absorber-saturator is noth- de | iN i - a eliminated by the tendency of the 

ing more than a counter-flow 5 wa | all NM f.| air bubbles to attach themselves to 

scrubber which takes the form of  |FaiRwry - Che el | the sulphur particles and actually 

a cylindrical steel tower. Figure 2 | = 2 1) hac aid the filtration. 

shows the absorber-saturator  in- oe ae i a a 4 The auxiliary equipment of a 

stalled at the gas plant of the |B Be > Sulphur Recovery plant consists 

Madison Gas & [Electric Company. ae wee, AX of storage tanks, dissolving tanks 

This unit is 11 ft. in diameter, ‘a ' << for making up fresh solution, so- 

about 65 feet high, and has a . x y 4 lution pumps, air blowers, heating 

capacity of 5,000,000 cu. ft. of gas DSN . units for keeping the solution at 

per day. The tower is packed ON a fixed temperature, and the neces- 

with wooden grids, and the solu- sary flow meters for regulating the 

tion is pumped through a set of FIG. 2.—Absorber-Saturator rate of liquor circulation and the 

sprays at the top of the tower. amount of air supplied to the tubes. 

The raw gas is admitted at the bottom of the tower, A Sulphur Recovery purifier has been in operation 

and after bubbling through a seal of the wash liquor at the Madison Gas & Electric Company’s plant for 

where 60% of the hydrogen sulphide is removed, it some time and it seems to have overcome most of the 

passes up through the wooden grids and is thoroughly difficulties of the oxide method of purification. Aside 

washed by the down-coming liquor, (Continued on page 38) 

aac aia iit iii iecamni
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> WHAT ’27 IS DOING 
By L. J. Beck, c’28 

ELECTRICALS search work for the Thordarson Electric Co., Chicago. He 
Arter, J. A., is working with the Bell Telephone Co., of is making his home at 856 Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

Detroit, but we do not know his address. Deininger, W. C., is a student in the Crawford Avenue 
Bagnall, Vernon B., is working on transmission problems Station Institute of the Commonwealth Edison Company of 

in the district office of the Long Lines Department of the Chicago. His address is 5909 W. Ohio St., Chicago. 
American Tel. and Tel. Co. of Chicago. Bagnall wants Deist, J. W., was married to Miss Zelma Kincannon on 
his brother electricals to look him up when in Chicago, June 25, and after a lake trip to Niagara Falls, became 
either at the office or at his room, 2167 Stave St. central station inspector for the Wisconsin Telephone 

Baumgarten, Harry L., maintenance engineer with the Company of Milwaukee. Mr. Deist is stationed at Appleton 
Wisconsin Power and Light Co., writes, “It is great to and resides at 802 E. John St. 
be permanently in the practical field again. Meter testing, Erickson, J. Raymond, 270 Chadwick Avenue, Newark, 
installing switchboards, keeping time for a line crew, New Jersey, is occupied in transmitter and receiver devel- 
erecting steel tower substations, testing relays, and start- opment for the Bell Telephone Laboratories of New York. 
ing up small hydro-electric plants are among the jobs Everett, Richard E., has a position with the General 
which have replaced recitations and laboratory periods. It Railway and Signal Co., Rochester, New York. 
is still essential to remember the quantity under the Fisher, Walter, has a position with the Wisconsin Power 
radical in the relation of 3 phase circuits, P=V3 Elcosg, and Light Company, of Fond du Lac. 
as it was in EE comp. And the mere knowledge that Frazier, L. B., Jr., is employed by the Western Wheeled 
x'dx=%x'+c adds to one’s prestige among older engineers Scraper Co. and gives his address as 120 Highland Avenue, 
who have forgotten it.” He is having his “Engineer” sent Aurora, Illinois. 
to his home address, 1125 Vilas Ave., Madison, Wisconsin. Galaz, Jose Dolores; according to latest information, 

Bollow, Albert, is with the General Electric Company at Galaz was on his way home, 620 Insurgentes Ave., Mexico 
Schenectady, New York. City, Mexico. 

Brackett, Max A., is working for the Wisconsin Tele- Gerks, Irvin H., is systems development engineer in the 
phone Company of Milwaukee. His home address is Elk Bell Telephone Laboratories at New York and lives at 
Mound, Wisconsin. 113 Tysen Street, Staten Island, New York. He states, 

Carpenter, Earl F., is taking the Public Utility Training “For one thing, I have learned that when one knows it Course at the H. L. Doherty Co., of Denver, Colorado. all there is still a lot to be learned, especially in the 
Caton, Dwight, is working for the Wisconsin Telephone telephone field. At present, my work consists of strap- 

Company of Milwaukee. His home address is 634 Chippewa hanging in the subways and central office installation work. 
St., Eau Claire, Wisconsin. I am looking forward to the October issue of the ‘Wis- 

Christison, Donald C., started working for the St. Louis ¢onsin Engineer’.” 
Power and Light Co. on October 1. His home address is Gilster, William H., is with the Wagner Electric Cor- 626 Lincoln Street, Ripon, Wisconsin. poration, 7400 Plymouth Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri. His 

Churchill, William, is taking the test course at the Gen- Permanent address is R. 3, La Crosse, Wisconsin. 
eral Electric Co. His marriage to Miss Lucille Legler took Heian, Theodore, is working in the Plant Department of place on September 10. the Wisconsin Power and Light Company and is making 

Cotter, Sylvester D., is anxious to have any Detroit his home at 115 N. Main Street, Clintonville, Wis. 
visitors call him at Cherry 9900 or visit him at 11786 Hermanson, H. P., has been employed by the Wisconsin 
Whithorn Ave. He is in the Protective Engineering De- Telephone Company, at Milwaukee. His home address is 
partment of the Michigan Bell Telephone Co. St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin. 

Crosby, Murray G., is Highleyman, C. D., has a position in the testing depart- 
feu 1s LAAT Ree employed as receiving ment of the General Electric Company. He says he is 

\ LAW \ SCHOOL, OH ... research engineer for the Waiting for the first copy of the “Engineer” at 3816 Main 
7 i “, | ea / Radio Corporation of St. Lawrence Park, Erie, Pennsylvania, but he guarantees 
pai é 2 1p Bi J America at Riverhead, that address only until January 1. 

— SP- u WS ‘el ZZ, bong Island, New York. Jordan, R. De Witt, is 
rah UE h ( ° Custer, George W., is taking the student test | SHALL Now. READ 

\ IE y ~~ in Detroit as Transmis- course with the General MY LATEST POME 
* / | | z-3 sion Engineer for the Electric Company of Schen- ——— 

applic LL) los POL Michigan Bell Telephone ectady. He writes, “Spent Aa’ 
A gr ry Co. His address is 1178 most of the summer in the CP f 
— EE \ =<) Whithorn Avenue. army at Fort Sheridan. Was ee / Nall of | ans : , of a, a Sag abel Damerow, William G., six weeks with ROTC, then WKS Gs, a a 

——# is working for the Wis- received my commission and Mf yr (ag fof 
consin Telephone Com- served two more weeks JA \s eK (ir NEF KN OY 

pany of Milwaukee. His home address is Greenwood, Wis. CMTC as an instructor. & SS) LU / LU? | P 
Davis, R. J., is test man for the General Electric Com- Wore 2nd. Louie bars and f wh dl I) Mh i!) Me 

pany and rooms at 842 Union Street, Schenectady, New acquired a coat of tan.” He Jr; oe all dW 
York. In a moment of depression he writes, “Like the refers us to his permanent @ vy) 
work fine but sure miss the gang on the Engineering steps.” address 1621 Garfield Ave., st = 

De Horn, Conrad E., is doing design, testing, and re- Marinette, Wisconsin.
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Koos, Paul V., is engaged in trial installation work with Summers, Erwin R., who took his Master’s Degree in 

the equipment development division of Systems Develop- Electrical Engineering in June, has been appointed In- 

ment of the Bell Telephone Laboratories of New York. structor in Electrical Engineering at the University of 

Mr. Koos is now completing a survey course and writes, Minnesota. He writes, “During the past summer I worked 

“In the near future I will spend a month in some machine for Mason, Slichter, and Hay, Consulting Engineers of 

switching office and will then return to my department at Madison. The first part of the summer I worked in 

the Bell Laboratories. There my work will deal with the Madison, and during the latter part I went on a field 

supervision of trial installation of all new developments trip into the iron ore region in upper Michigan, near 

produced by the other departments of the Bell Laborator- Lake Superior. I will be teaching electrical engineering 

jes.” His address is 55 Hanson Place, Brooklyn, New York. up at the University of Minnesota until next June, unless 

Kremski, Edward, is with the Wisconsin Telephone Co., I get into an argument with some unusually tall Swede, 

and lives at his home 1456 15th Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. about who has the best football team. The University of 

Krueger, Richard, has a position with the Wisconsin Minnesota has a brand new electrical engineering building, 

Telephone Company, of Milwaukee. and the department is justly proud of its excellent lab- 

Lillquist, Arvid, is student engineer with the Cutler-  cratory and classroom equipment.” 

Hammer Mfg. Co. He lives at 1425 Cedar Street, Mil- Thackberry, F. G., is industrial engineer with the Kansas 

waukee, Wis. City Power and Light Co. His marriage to Miss H. Beth 

Mather, Harold, begins his work with the Wisconsin Bell Stephens of Kansas City, a former graduate student at 

Telephone Company of Milwaukee on September 19, after Wisconsin, took place September 2. The home address is 

a long summer’s rest at his home in Merrimac, Wisconsin. 205 Brush Creek Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri. 

McCoy, Robert C., has just finished three months work Thayer, Neal B., is taking a training course in public 

at the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago and is utility operation at the Denver Public Service Co., Denver, 

now in Joliet. He is with the Central Station Institute of Colorado. 

Chicago and is living at 311 4th Ave., Joliet, Illinois. Tobey, Silas B. Jr., has returned to the University and 

Millermaster, Ralph, is a student engineer with Cutler the Triangle house to begin his graduate studies. 

Hammer Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He is living at Tweet, Noel, of Elevo, Wisconsin, is taking the training 

902 19th Street. course of the H. L. Doherty Co., of Denver, Colorado. 

Mueller, Rudolf B., is a student in the Junior Engineering Vallee, John W., is in the engineering department of the 

Course of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Com- Newport Company of Milwaukee. His address is 561 

pany. Address 1160 29th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Belleview Place. 

Murray, Vernon, is teaching in the School of Engineering Vollrath, Bernard H., 11786 Whithorn Avenue, Detroit, 

of Milwaukee. is plant engineer for the Michigan Bell Telephone Company. 

Nelson, Walter, is in Green Bay with the Wisconsin He was married on June 21 to Miss Velma Mary Harrop 

Fower and Light Company, where he is employed at of Arena, Wisconsin. 

statistician. R. H. Walvoord; no report received. 

Post, S. B., attended the summer school session and is Wheeler, Gordon G., is student engineer with the North- 

now with the Long Lines Department of the American ¢™m States Power Co. He informs us that he is one of 

Telephone and Telegraph Company of Chicago. His home the fortunate few who has won the heart of a Home Ec., 

address is 215 First Ave. S. E., Le Mars, Iowa. in his case Miss Gladys S. Mears, to whom he was married 

Radtke, L. V., is on the engi- (100) on August 7. The home address is 1815 Hawthorne Ave., 

neering staff of the Newark Lamp > Minneapolis, Minnesota. oo . . 
Works of the General Electric _— cot Whitson, Edward W., is in the station maintenance de- 

Company and lives at 771 Kenil- Gs: y partment of T. M. E. R. & L. Company at Milwaukee. His 
3 . SS Loaf = SF home address is 1304 9th Street, Milwaukee. 

worth Place, Orange, New Jersey. SEK CE ve " Y Orri : ‘ : : 

He was married to Miss Margaret Se : = x oung, Orris S., is assistant engineer with the Western 

Benedict of Madison on June 16. \ we : ioe Company and lives at 4811 Fulton Street, Chicago, 

Risser, Andrew, 143 Fourth St., Sy , 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is engineer in the fundamental a 

planning department of the Wisconsin Telephone Company MECHANICALS 

of Milwaukee. Benfer, Maurice F., 4633 Horrock Street, Frankford, 

Rothermel, U. A., is taking a nine-months training course Philadelphia, is working as time study man in the Miller 

with the Northern States Power Company of Minneapolis Lock Works of the Yale and Towne Co. His work con- 

and is well satisfied with his experiences in the training sists in timing and setting rates on piecework jobs through- 

which leads to a permanent position. His address is 1518 out the factory. 

3rd Avenue, S., Minneapolis, Minnesota. Braatz, Chester, has been made assistant in the Steam 

Rubinstein, Harry W., is very optimistic about his posi- and Gas Department at the University and plans to earn 

tion as engineer in the Central Radio Laboratories of the his Master’s Degree this year. He is living at 1814 Chad- 

Globe Electric Company of Milwaukee. His address is bourn Avenue, Madison. 

777 26th Street. Brooks, Luther, according to his plans this summer is 

Schmidt, Charles J., is starting his work in plant con- with L. S. Ayres & Co. of Indianapolis, Ind. 

struction engineering for the Wisconsin Telephone Co., of Cleveland, Leslie J., is mechanical engineer engaged in 

Green Bay. He is living at the Y.M.C.A. general testing and engineering for the Pacific Pump Works 

Scorgie, Robert, has taken a position with the Wisconsin of Los Angeles. His address is 219 E. Clarendon Ave., 

Telephone Company, Milwaukee. Huntington Park, California. 

Spees, J. Milton, is cadet engineer with the Seaboard By- Davis, Elmer, has not thus far affiliated with any manu- 

Product Coke Company of Newark. He gives his address facturing company. He is living at his home, 148 W. 

as 79 Lincoln Park, Newark, New Jersey. Gilman St., Madison. 

Stiehm, Floyd M., Johnson Creek, Wisconsin, has been Davis, K. C., is with the General Electric Co. at Schen- 

employed as student engineer by the Wisconsin Telephone’ ectady, N. Y. 

Company of Milwaukee. Deering, Otto F., is designing heating systems for an oil 

Cee ee ee eee ee ee ee a ae ee a ee ee
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burner corporation in Minneapolis. His address is 28 N. cactus and rattlesnake bones. After about a month of 

2nd Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota. practice one can hit his ball instead of the fifth vertebrae 
Ellicott, Ernest E., is draftsman in the office of H. L. of a rattler, once out of eleven tries.” 

Clute, Chicago, Consulting Mechanical Engineer. His Dukelow, L. N.; no report received 
address is 1106 Judson Ave., Evanston, III. Levering, Lee, is not yet employed. He is at home at 

Fulwiler, Roy, is experimental engineer for the Evinrude Granville, Ohio. 
Motor Company of Milwaukee. His address is 584 9th White, Roland F., has become assistant field engineer 
Avenue, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. for Mason, Slichter, and Hay, consulting engineers, at 

Hansen, Claude S., is sales engineer for Fuller and Madison, Wisconsin. His address is care of the firm, 1821 
Johnson of Madison and lives at the Sigma Phi Epsilon Monroe St., Madison. 
house at Madison. Whittingham, Percy, is assistant research engineer for | 

Ho, Hsu Tsan, has taken a position as draftsman with the Anacoda Copper Mining Co. and lives at 317 West 
the American Bridge Company at Trenton, New Jersey. He Third Street, Anaconda, Mont. 
is one of the corps of six Chinese students who are em- Yundt, Evan R., has a position in the Blast Furnace De- 
ployed at the Trenton plant and is living in the Y. M. C. A. partment of the Illinois Steel Co., at South Chicago. He 

Jahn, Carl W., is working in the testing department of is rooming at the Y.M.C.A. of that city. 
the General Electric Company as part of his student engi- a 
neers training course. He lives at 208 Union Street, CIVILS 
Schenectady, New York. ay Abbott, Clark H., is enjoy- 

Jaseph, Lawrence F., is assistant engineer for the es #: we ing his work as assistant 
Western Electric Company and lives at 166 So. Delaplaine a TS oe superintendent of construction. S| DP > 
Road, Riverside, Ill. He likes his work for he writes, iB \( iy on a factory building, with 
“The job is a lot of fun — designing automatic devices for Se a the Fluor Bros. Construction 
inspection purposes. A year from now I ought to know ~ 7) Co., of Oshkosh. We take it 
better just how good a job this is, but it surely looks O. K.” te = oN upon ourselves to warn him 

Johnson, Clarence, is working for the Wisconsin Telephone ot oe se KK € of the evils of bad company 
Company at Milwaukee. He is living at his home, 1844 Gi B= swhen he writes us, “I imagine 
Taylor Ave., Racine, Wis. GD the brotherhood of St. Pat 

Little, George, has a postion with the Ingersoll Milling will disown me for I am rooming with one of the lowly 
Machine Company at Rockford, Illinois, and is living at lawyers from across the campus.” His address is 37 
823 Bruce St. Church Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

King, Kai Yung, has returned to his native country and Abendroth, Emil A., has taken a position as designing 
is living at his home, 55 Paoshan Road, Shanghai, China. engineer with the Ward and Allen Company of Milwaukee. 

Soulen, Roger J., is taking the student course of the He jis residing at his home, 1064 Booth Street, Milwaukee. 
White Motor Company and is living at 8419 Euclid Avenue, Anderson, Ben, is in the office of the Superior Division 

Cleveland, Ohio. of the Wisconsin Highway Commission and is living at his 
Traver, Clarence, is in the employ of Leach & Co. of home, 514 8rd Ave., East Superior, Wisconsin. 

Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Birkenwald, Edward, has had an enviable summer abroad 
Xe Vilter, Ernest F., sends us and is taking up graduate work in the Massachusetts In- 

ety his best wishes from Pine stitute of Technology. He is living in the school dormi- 
7) Lake where he has been tories, Cambridge, Mass. 

\) “Officially doing nothing, —Blunt, Albert E., is engaged in highway work for A. F. 
| and yet working all the Baumgartner, 213 S. Barston St., Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 

OX time.” His permanent ad- Boeck, Ralph E., spent the summer as bridge inspector 
eee pr Ye | dress is 564 Summit Ave., for Ozaukee County and entered the Massachusetts Insti- 

Spe te KA | Milwaukee, Wis. ; tute of Technology, at Cambridge, on September 18. 
Vj ga } Warner, Nathaniel S., of Brandenberg, William, Jr., is working for the Illinois 
Zi eG a" Elgin, Illinois, spent the pel Telephone Co., at Chicago. He is living at the Del 

pee =~ 4 summer touring Europe with onte Hotel, 454 Melrose Street. 
a week in England, a week Buckmaster, James L., has given us no word of his 

in Scotland, a fjord trip in Norway, a trip through Germany whereabouts or doings. His home address is Marshfield, 
where he intended to stop at a number of the factories in wisconsin. 
the large industrial centers, and two weeks in Austria Buttles, Earle T., of Lake Beulah, Wisconsin, is engineer 
on a mountain climbing trip. He expected to take a posi- for the L. L. Tindall Paving Company, of Waterford, Wis. 
tion in a farm implement factory on his return to the Chadwick, William J., is assistant in the office of the 
states. City Engineer of Racine and lives at his home, 1709 Park 

Williams, Millard J., “Mike”, sends us his subscription Avenue, Racine, Wisconsin. 
from 97 South Arlington Avenue, East Orange, New Chase, Herman, was in the office of the Supt. of Build- 
Jersey, but does not tell us much about himself except ings and Grounds at the University until August 1, when that he does not intend to get married “for a long, long he left for his home at Alstead, N. H. 
time”. He is employed by the Worthington Pump and Chellman, Ellis, is with the Wisconsin Highway Com- 
Machine Corporation of New York. Mike was last year’s mission at Superior, Wisconsin. 
Business Manager of the “Engineer”. Hastings, W. Harold, has become building superintendent 

———__ for the Tibert L. Teisinger Co. of Milwaukee. He is now 

MINERS working in Waukesha on a five story reinforced concrete 
Crawford, H. D., is chemist with the Anaconda Copper hotel building which will be completed about the first of 

Co., Toelle, Utah, but expects to go to Arizona with the the year. Until that time his address will be 221 E. Park 

United Verde Copper Co. He writes that he is a member Avenue, Waukesha, Wisconsin. . 
of a Country Club where there is no grass on the gulf Heimerl, George J., is working with E. B. Parsons, Con- 
course. “As a substitute the fairways are kept in trim with (Continued on page 32)
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MEASUREMENT OF COMPRESSED AIR BY 

THE AIR ORIFICE METHOD 
By Grorce J. Hermery, ¢’27, and Witr1am Z. Livicxer, c’27 

N making a thesis investigation of an air lift pump beveled, usually installed in a 3 or 6-inch drum. 

I at the Oscar Mayer Packing Company’s plant ai The outstanding work on the calibration of air orifices 

Madison, Wis., the writers found it necessary to was done under the direction of R. J. Durley, a Can- 

measure the compressed air used in the operation of adian engineer at McGill University. It is described 

the pump. The standard orifice method was used with in the A. S. M. E. Transactions for 1906. A mathe- 

a 6-inch drum. As no published coefficients of discharge matical treatment of the problems arising in air measure- 

for the 6-inch drum were available, the writers de- ment is given in the book Compressed Air by Professor 

termined the coefficients by experiment and present Elmo G. Harris, of the Missouri School of Mines. 

them herewith. Attempts were made during the investi- Experiments have also been made at the University of 

gation to calibrate a 3-inch drum, but the results were Wisconsin, which are available in the form of bulletins 

not entirely satisfactory. and theses. 
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FIG. 1. Ser-ure For Catrpratrnc Orrrices For Mrasurinc Arr. The coefficients of discharge for the 1o- 

inch drum being known, coefficients for the other two drums were readily determined. 

No exact method of measuring the total weight or Durley’s coefficients were obtained using a 10-inch by 

volume of air flowing through a pipe has been devised. 10-inch by 6-foot, wooden, gaging box. The orifice 

It is customary to make an approximation by determin- plates were 0.057 inches thick, unbeveled, and fastened 

ing the rate of flow at intervals and applying the tightly to the end of the box. The quantity of air 

average rate so determined. The following methods passing the orifice was calculated from the initial and 

have been used for determining the rate of flow: final pressures and temperatures of a reservoir of 

Volumetric efficiency of compressors, venturi meter, known volume. The drop in pressure across the orifice 

swinging gate, thermal, mechanical meter, and standard was measured with a glass U-tube, using water for the 

orifice. The measurement has frequently been based fluid; the temperature of the air by standard mercury 

upon the volumetric efficiency of the compressors, but thermometers, which were inserted through rubber 

as that efficiency has been known to vary as much as_ packing so that the bulb came into actual contact with 

thirty per cent from the true efficiency, the method the air; and the pressure by standard Crosby gages. 

is not a reliable one. Present practice tends toward The time was taken in such a way as to incur a maxi- 

the use of the standard orifice because of its accuracy, mum error of only one-sixth of one per cent. 

simplicity, and economy. The apparatus consists of a A 10-inch drum is too large for convenient use in 

thin plate, having a circular orifice with the edge the field, so the writers determined the coefficients for 

race
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the orifices in the 3 and 6-inch drums. Durley’s co- [| TT] 7 Goerticienrs ] | 
efficients of discharge were accepted as the standard j [Aue Oniniezy— tf 
in the calibration of the smaller drums. The air used a tT ‘6: [DeuH :—t PT si 
in the experiments was obtained at a constant tempera- Ne. jt | 15 Brum Pressure 
ture from large storage tanks used in the university 4+ Se — 8 a : g = 
pneumatic-pressure water system. It was passed through Sel, i itt Jo 
orifices in a 3-inch drum, a 6-inch, and finally, a 10-inch Val_| piu it ee Llehs (924 po 
drum. The set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The drums were & |_| Ne fei | meee ‘ag! | 
of wrought iron and were circular in cross-section. § ed Lin onke Litice | ihe Te 

The pressure-drop in inches of water across the Sp A pee" Orifice 1927 PT ote 
orifice, the temperature, and the air pressure above the al | | = | We Orica? f9a7 [| 
orifice, were measured for each drum. The thermometers riot Fd ann | i 
were placed in wells, and did not come into direct con- tiie at td : 
tact with the air, as they did in Durley’s tests. The ° 2 4 6 a 7 2 @ 16 
runs were about 5 minutes in length, and were so FIG, 3. Retation BETWEEN DIFFERENTIAL GAGE : 

regulated that only once did the pressure-drop across READING AND CoerricreNts oF DiscHarcE As 
the orifice in the 10-inch drum exceed the 6-inch limit DETERMINED IN TuEsE Tesrs. 
of Durley’s tests. The pressure-drop could be varied 

for a given discharge by changing the size of orifice, orifices ranging from 0.995 to 2.25 inches, and 2.2 per 
a larger orifice giving a smaller drop. cent for the latter, with the orifices ranging from 1.0 to 

Coefficients of discharge for the orifice in the 10-inch 3.5 inches. In general, the smaller the drum, the 
drum were selected from Durley’s curves shown in greater will be the range of the coefficients for various 

Fig. 2. The actual pounds of air passing the orifice sized orifices. : 
per second are given by the equation The coefficients for the 3-inch drum exhibited no 

W = 0.1639 Cd2VPi_ definite relationships. Further tests are needed on this 
T sized drum. An objection to the use of the 3-inch 

where W =actual pound of air passing per second drum arises because of the large size of orifice usually 
C =coefficient of discharge required. Although the ratio of orifice to drum diam- 
d diameter of orifice in inches eters should not exceed a certain unknown maximum of 

P = absolute pressure above orifice in Ib. per about one-ninth, this limit had to be exceeded in order 
sq. in. abs. to pass a sufficient amount of air to operate the air 

i = inches of water on differential fluid gage lift pump; however, by using two 3-inch drums in 

T ==temperature of air in degrees Fahrenheit parallel, this ratio could be reduced, and the air meas- 
abs. urement would then be more accurate. The 3-inch 

Co TI CLL Since the same drum, being easier to handle, less bulky, and less 
ae conlle ORIFICE by EE amount of air costly than the 6-inch drum, is more advantageous for 

- — | es ume _[_] passes the three field tests and should receive further investigation. 
. lm} al | [| drums the coeffi- The writers learned some things of importance by 

+ Ae Texcrtt ‘| 4 rates! cients are readily making mistakes. The sharp edge of the orifice should hen =, y P ecg 
+s TT hr _[ | determined. be placed up-stream. The accidental placing of the 

rd Lt Fig. 3 gives the sharp edge down-stream gave coefficients that were 
2 g > 14 coefficients for ori- about 16 per cent too high for a 114-inch orifice in the 

— ry ‘Ae “| fices of various 6-inch drum. Again, the standard set-up was varied 
eel tt - size in the 6-inch by adding an extra fifteen inches of pipe below orifice 

Se '2Ontee| drum. The relation in the 10-inch drum where it discharged into the atmos- 

ne RET ot between coefficient phere. The effect of the extension was to decrease the 

= ESSE __ |_| andinches-of-water coefficient for a 11-inch orifice in the 6-inch drum by 
| SSR aes drop across the about 13 per cent, showing that the standard set-up 

Pf aL Sth 3) oe orifice is a curve should be duplicated exactly. 
+44} —1_. | ‘for the 6-inch Fig. 3. indicates that variations in drum pressure 

PEE 4 —|- 8G fe} drum, whereas it have practically no effect on the coefficients. The tests, 
Cobre ae “ Weta he is a straight line however, are not conclusive on this point. 

in Durley’s graph The differential gage reading should not be over 12 
FIG, 2.. Tue Rerarion Berween for the 10-inch inches. For greater pressure drops it would be neces- 

DrrrerentiAL Gace REapING drum. The range sary to consider the velocity of approach; furthermore, 
AND COEFFICIENTS oF Drs- of co-efficients is the change in temperature due to expansion would 
CHARGE AS DETERMINED By greater for the 6- cause a change in density and probably introduce some 
R. J. Durtey. inch than for the error. 

10-inch drum, being 12 per cent for the former, with (Continued on page 32)
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THE GREAT AZIMUTH CITY BOOM! 
By Marvin Hersu, c’29 

A. LAST! Camp was in sight. The advance party Azimuth City became established. 

of the 1927 Civil [ngineers’ Summer Survey The arrival of the big truck from Madison was a 

camp, arriving Friday noon, June 10, drove around the signal for all hands on deck to unload the trunks and 

bend, coasted down the hill, and then stopped and jnstruments. The use of the truck was a departure 

CF WE 7.5 Sahm aS = ea from previous years. Formerly, a freight car, attached 

a PE ie s oe wk ‘ At as aoe mi «to one of the trains that comes roaring into Devils 

. re A Pos: ea Lake station —and then doesn‘t stop very long — was 

ian ie hae : p ; Ma} unloaded in the supposedly record time of sixty seconds. 

ies ree er ; i However, under Larry Beck’s expert direction, the 

4 ot wt ey eS ~~ yi ee truck was unloaded so fast that is was empty before 

Ce an se a i arva at LD ary 4 (4g) the driver had time to shut off the engine. No doubi, Pia dh Lao eee ad pe eng 
" Bhs phi if a stop watch had been used, this year’s record would 

ie oF BA ay ; have been the best. 

. ee ately Ld - Li . By nightfall everybody was happily settled in a tent 

Fin ad Poe. = Z = ne] —even Anderson and Fitton had developed a home 

ie eae ag es af instinct and had tried to find’ a cat to put on their 

( ig Eso cageee “ door-step before they went to bed. Some of the 

ae = fellows were worried that the tents still unoccupied had 

The Frog Pond been put up for nothing, but they were assured that 

gazed with apprehension at the road flooded by Mes- the: Sunday artivals would All ther a . 
senger Creek which was reacting to the high water Mrs. Mahoney's ability as a cook became established 

level of Devils Lake. How to get across. Some one the very first day. The way the fellows emptied the 
wanted to know when the Messenger Creek ferry came dishes that day and every day thereafter was evidence 

along. Finally the car was urged across and the party enough of the good meals provided. 

landed in camp. Soon the air was filled with—‘Where Bright and early Monday morning the work began. 

are the tents?” “Do we eat in that place?” “How do A few of the T. E. men were assigned to topog while 

we get in?” “Any chance of getting anything to eat the rest were unfortunate enough to have to continue 

now ?"—and a thousand other questions. on construction. The men on railways started the 

Dixie, Professor Owen’s German police dog and an spurs to the Bularena Mine and before nightfall two 

important member of the advance party, her motherly rows of stakes along 

instincts thoroughly functioning, gathered together her . the Messenger Shore 

quartet of month old pups and led them on a tour of g i a 7 road (the presence 

inspection over their new “home grounds”. easy Gini ee of which motorists 

Saturday morning found the fellows treoping into wie 7 ¢ Pt g) cursed when they 
camp in two's and three’s, those not coming on the train oe oy Paes failed to miss a lowly 

arriving in all sorts of conveyances ranging from S hm y 4 BY sac stake) gave evidence 

decrepit Fords to more substantial vehicles. No one | gee F Cee #) to the fact that the 

claimed the distinction of hiking. Aune and Arnold ‘ J T be spurs were started. 
rattled into camp (in one of the decrepit Fords men- Py as co PPS i By night everybody 

tioned above) on Friday night about eleven o’clock : ae wt be) in camp was in high 

and slept out under the stars because Dixie was faith- Fe i a pS f spirits—the legitimate 

fully guarding the barn and wouldn't let them in with- 3 : ” cared fe kind, of course. In 

out the proper password (which they found later to be ; tt gt 4 little gatherings here 

two growls and a woof). ee A ESI: SRN Sa and there, some one 

Under the direction of Mr. Wesle, the fellows pitched The Devil's Doorway fellow was_ holding 

in and little by little the place began to assume the forth, claiming that 

appearance of a camp. The tent floors, it was soon his topog area was the hardest—or maybe it was the 

found, were the queer looking boards propped up against best—or his spur line the worst. Some of the more 

the mess hall, and their weight seemed to increase with ambitious topog men started to reduce side shots, 

every additional tent floor a fellow helped carry. In while Bliffert, Lucht, and Stupecky decided to verify 

due time the tents were up, the commissary opened, a rumor about camp that the north end of the lake 

the mess hall arranged, the electric wires strung —and possessed certain attractive diversions. 

i i i i
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During the first few days the blankets. and quilts enticing call, “The pancakes are getting cold. Come | 
that the fellows were warned to bring along —and did and get ’em,” was unappreciated. Then somebody : 
not — began to arrive, and soon no one in camp was whispered that there wouldn’t be any breakfast — there | 
complaining about the “winter nights in June”. was not a fellow in | 

The rumor that rattlesnakes were active was met eee a) bed after that. 
with many misgivings. Alperovitz decided he had a [Beal aa : ey Me . Sometime during 
solution to the rattlesnake problem when he took some |i — had Po Fs , | the third week, Sally 
tarred paper and fastened it around his legs when he A d a % A Owen reported that 
went out on his topog area. No one in camp was will. [<li § i] mS RY some bananas were 
ing to follow suit until Alpy had absolutely demon- » O Ceg Pom) missing from the 
strated the effectiveness of his anti-rattlesnake apparel. [ SING 24) mess hall. Suspicion 

Aune has the honor of “getting” the only snake that i a es a seemed to point to 
was killed during the six weeks. He came back to oo 0 Eg Bamberry and_ Fie- 
camp one afternoon exhibiting a set of rattles. He had . brantz when it was 
eee three witnesses to the killing! Back to Nature reported that they 
a Pe After being questioned, he ad- ; had been up until 
aem juan) iy mitted that the snake was twelve o'clock the night before; but after an investiga- 
ae Baier?) = asleep on a rock when he saw tion of some tracks found on the mess hall floor it was 

ex Po oh it. He confessed that he had decided that they were not guilty unless they were in 
« ¢ : . wanted to wake it, but not the habit of walking on their hands. Since nobody had 
ee - ~ being versed in the habits of ever seen them walk in that fashion and all doubted 
aN, | rattlesnakes, he thought it best whether they could, no action was taken. 

Ke i to insure permanent slumber by All suspicion was removed several nights later when 
: ~ 3 q dropping a stone on its head. Dixie found a racoon in the mess hall helping himself 

, | Undoubtedly the snake departed to the contents of a sugar bowl and some bananas. The 
a to the land where all good racoon must have been offended at the rude interrup- 

aes rattlers go. tion of his meal because he refused to visit the camp 
4 When Bundok saw the rattles, again. 

AY he made a bee line for the bul- The crew races at Poughkeepsie was the topic of 
Pro P  letin posted on snake bites, and conversation for several days and so, on the eve of 

re Prom it is said, made careful inquiries the races, the following telegram was sent to the Wis- 
in regard to making the six consin Freshman crew: 

weeks pass quickly. “The student body and the faculty at the university 

The first week everybody came to the breakfast table summer survey camp at Devils Lake is with you and 
on time—that is everybedy except Bill Taylor. A pulling for you. Show the old Wisconsin spirit and 
self appointed committee decided to take matters in row like hell!” 

hand and one morning the commissary horn was Saturday night, July 2, was set for the annual snipe 

accompanied by a merry chorus of ten voices who hunt. It was reported by the farmers around the lake 
sang, ““Taylor, Taylor, time to get up.” 

After several mornings of this, Bill gratefully thanked & 

the camp for its interest in his welfare and promised ‘ eae | say 

to be up in time every morning. He was—a few times. ee ee ee VA . a 

Baseball, the old standby, had flourished the first two [Rasa @, GUM ped ce | ig a w a 
weeks. Every one in camp joined in the twenty inning A d ~ 7 F yi, % r if 
games. The much talked of Milwaukee vs. the Rest of Ny ae Te 1. ay i 

the World game failed to materialize because the Rest Ji RMB isis 5 ae | Page| | 
of the World had hurled their challange when they @ E A | x a hy! "p Tres ae 
knew that nine-tenths of the Milwaukee gang were out iy fe | a ~ ABT! ih a ib. 

i ae Pak M4 NT | 
of camp. 24 : ye or. AN oa if 

The work progressed rapidly. Hydrographic sur- «ce. le ‘i Fy, ‘a ae Re 4 5 8 

veys were made, triangulation done, the current meter a % i by 4, ? 1 A \ oN a He 

rated, and the discharge of the Baraboo River measured. ay MMe ef era bor WA a fm oY eT 
The railways men changed places with the other six == 5/0 Reh ewes 
weeks men and two more spurs to the Bularena Mine The Bularena Mining Co. 

were started. Very little rain had fallen to hold up 

the work or dampen the spirits of the fellows, and so that chances for a good catch were excellent. A  se- 

the camp rolled merrily along. lected party of twenty, under the direction of Mr. 
On Sunday morning, the commissary horn failed to Wesle, set out and in the dark of night Hutton, Hersh, 

arouse more than two or three. Even Professor Owen’s (Continued on page 27)
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SEA fp CSA 
ENGINEERING BOOTH AT STATE FAIR IS MOST LEGISLATURE PASSES BILL FOR NEW MECHANICAL 

POPULAR EXHIBIT ENGINEERING BUILDING 

The College of Engineering was represented in the The state legislature has appropriated $577,000 for a 

University exhibit at the Wisconsin State Fair 1m pew Mechanical Engineering building which is to be 
Milwaukee by a booth that proved to be the most built near the Randall Shops. It will be the first of 

popular and which drew the largest crowd in the a group of new Engineering buildings to be located 

- a = there. 

ee | q The appropriation provides that $250,000 is to be 

or a e. ae Te M available in 1927-28, and the remaining $327,000 in 

el (eneneenpe I 4 SS") 1928-29. In addition, a sum of $30,000 has been set 
: i if ia as iT Tae. ihe " aside for moving and setting up the present equipment 

Ba ee \s Ot ee eRe) pot in the new laboratories. 
pe ine a i . F Ay The new building will have a gross volume of ap- 

i i Pi v | ce l a proximately 1,750,000 cubic feet, and a net floor space 

: ih ao : | of 95,000 square feet. The space will be divided as 

ee ae ee | follows: 

Exhibition Building. The chairman of the engineering Engineering Shops ------------------42,000 sq. ft. 

exhibit was L. H. Kessler, assistant professor in hy- Steam and Gas Dept. ----------------40,000 sq. ft. 

draulics and sanitary engineering. Machine Design Dept. Toe 7,000 sq. ft. 

The exhibit was planned to show in an appeal to the Engineering College Mechanician ----- 6,000 sq. ft. 

fancy of the average layman what is being done in The erection of this building will not only relieve the 

engineering practice, research, and instruction. A Present overcrowded conditions of the Mechanical 
model, built by the Machine Design Department, show- Engineering laboratories, but it will make space available 

ing all forms of mechanical movement attracted the for the laboratories of the Mechanics department, which 

most attention. The apparatus demonstrating the will occupy the present Steam and Gas laboratory space 

floating process of lead mining astounded many when when the new building is completed. 

they saw lead floating on water. 

The corner that invariably appealed to the women 

visitors was given over to an arrangement whereby each A. 8. M. E. SPONSORS CONTEST ON ARC WELDING 
housewife by turning a switch could determine the The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is 

relative cost of operating the modern electric house- SPOMSoTINg an open compe- . 

hold appliances. The cost of using the new curling tition on ideas, advantages, a 

iron, toaster, waffle iron, percolator, vacuum cleaner, OT ¢conomics gained in are [ Y ») 
bathroom heater, fireplace log, and all of the other welding. The sum of $17,- Si a 

electrical attachments was recorded on a meter cali- 500 has been donated by BAS pit 

brated in cents per hour. the Lincoln Electric Co. of if { 

Of interest to professional men and for which many Cleveland. The three best sie . ae : a 
made special trips to the booth was the testing machine Papers submitted to th ete Stns ote alg eS 

used by Prof. J. B. Kommers in his work on fatigue Society will receive prizes “es 
of metals. Tests were made on specimens of brass °F $10,000 ; $5,000; and $2,500. 
during the exhibit. A bulletin has been placed in the Engineering library 

A large map of the state was prepared by Prof. by the A. S. M. E. for all those interested. 

A. V. Millar, assistant dean of the College of Engi- TT 

neering, showing the scholastic standing of the fresh- First Litigant: (Angrily) “I'll see you in the Circuit 

men all over the state. Court !” 

— Second Litigant: “I’ll be there!” 

Chief on aE omdh give you a job. First Litigant: “I'll see you in the Supreme Court!” 

There is hardly work enough in sight to keep the men Second Litigant: “I'll be there.” 
I have busy.” First Litigant: “I'll see you in Hell, if I have to!” 

27 Grad: “Oh, that will be all right. The little ’'d Second Litigant: ‘‘Well, in that case, my lawyer will be 

do wouldn't make any difference.” there.” 

i err cll
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FACULTY CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS z —— 
Several changes and appointments in the faculty of ; ay 

the College of Engineering have been announced. The D 
following have been advanced from: x , (" 

Instructor to assistant professor—J. D. Livermore, ae = eer, Wey : 
department of drawing; L. H. Kessler, hydraulics de- AN te folx : : x fy : partment; and D. W. Nelson, steam and gas department. WN ki Ys WAS 

Assistant professor to associate professor—F .E. ‘ Q NS3 a: Ai, 
Volk, librarian; O. A. Hougen, chemical engineering ig eo = a = 
department; and E. R. Shorey, mining engineering de- (A | owe — 

partment. YoY eo YH See 
Associate professor to professor—J. B. Kommers, fr oF E Ge ee 

mechanics department. be \\ Oe ; 
The following have been appointed instructors: R. T. a ee poe SL 

Homewood, hydraulics; D. H. Pletta, K. F. Wendt, = 
and Hugh Turrittin, mechanics department, taking the PROFESSOR ROARK BAGS LION ON AFRICAN TRIP 
place of C. A. Wiepking and R. S. Phillips who have Prof. R. J. Roark of the mechanics department and 
resigned; and Edward Landwehr, railways, taking Dr. G. S. Bryan of the botany department are back 
George Abendroth’s place. from their trip to the extinct volcano, Norongoro, in 

The new fellows appointed for the year are Wm. eastern Africa. Chief among their trophies is the 
Lidicker, hydraulics; and W. H. Gamble and S. B, head of a great lion in whose pursuit they found the 
Tobey, Wisconsin Utilities fellows. greatest thrill of the trip. The beast measured ten 

feet, six inches from the tip of his nose to the end 
of his tail. 

MONTHLY PLAY . . While hunting on the Seringeti plain, the men heard SCENE: Courtroom. Engineer on stand being examined. the roar of a lion close by. Rather than wait until 
Lawyer standing before the bar, slowly filling nightfall to get the beast when it would come to one 

cuspidor and waving arms. of the water holes, they set out in pursuit. Firing both 
Lawyer: “You are a laboring man, are you not?” of their guns when they espied their prey, the hunters 
Encinerr: “I am.” were rather surprised to see the lion turn and flee 
Lawyer: “Do you ever work with the pick and shovel?” instead of attack them. They stalked it by the blood 
EncIneEr : “Sometimes, but those aren’t my chief tools.” traces on the ground for quite aways when suddenly, 
Lawyer: “Well then, what are your chief tools?” without warning, the lion reared himself from the 
ENGINEER: “I’m afraid it would do any good to tell bushes ten feet away and before he could spring, Pro- 
you, as you’d not understand what they were or their fessor Roark shot, the bullet piercing the beast’s throat. 
uses.” Trekking almost 500 miles from the coast of Africa 
Lawyer: “That makes no difference, what are they?” by rail, motor, and on foot, and accompanied by their 
ENGINEER: “Brains!” safari of fifty-five negroes, the men reached the crater 

CURTAIN region. The specimens collected on the trip were for 
_ the university. 

REGISTRATION COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 1927-28 i - 
Course Freshmen Sophs. Jrs. Srs. Grads. Totals o— —. _ 
CE. 93 68 5131 4. 247 a - Ay i ‘ M.E, 72 «53036 37s B3s«OD ( — Se bia EE, 9 100 66 75 11 348 ( oe — OO RN Ch. E. 32 2% = 19 esi‘ LCC Co | A 
Min. E. 8 5 9 7 4 33 nO ZY py 
Misc. 1 0 (eR ) 1 “= aan LZ 

Totals 302 252 181 178 26 939 te hoe : sil gig iaen = 
The present enrollment in the College of Engineering Bae = Oe Sie 

totals twenty more than that of last year at this time. ees 
All except the junior class increased in number; the Snir a 
frosh class increasing its number by fifty while the 
juniors suffered a loss of twenty. The percentage of Have you heard of the frosh engineer who received 

students in each course remains approximately the @ theme back with the following on it: D--- poor 
same as last year. They are: electricals, 37 percent; Paper; and then went to the instructor and asked, 

civils, 26 percent; mechanicals, 21 percent; chemical, “Please, may I know the mark?” 
12 percent; and miners, 4 percent. (Continued on page 20)
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SCHOOL FOR ENGINEERING TEACHERS 

HELD AT MADISON 
By Leste F. Van Hacan, Professor of Railway Engineering 

ORTY teachers of mechanics and allied subjects The Summer School for Engineering Teachers was 

F in engineering colleges throughout the country an experiment proposed by the Investigation and carried 

spent the period from July 11 to 28 at Madison in out under the immediate direction of Prof. H. P. Ham- 

attendance at the first Summer School for Engineering mond, associate director. Mechanics was chosen as the 

Teachers ever held in this subject about which the work of the school should 

country. An equal number center for the reason that it is a subject common to 

i of teachers were in at- all engineering courses and one with which all engi- 

| tendance at Cornell Uni- neering teachers are familiar to some extent. Cornell 

ee . a versity, both schools being and Wisconsin were selected as the places at which to 

'@ conducted by the Society hold sessions because of the attractiveness of their 

il : for the Promotion of Engi- surroundings, the opportunities they offer for recre- 

neering Education, aided ation, their housing facilities, and the strength of their 

by a special appropriation departments of mechanics. 

; from the Carnegie Corpor- Methods of Schools are Varied 

ation of New York. The The term school does not indicate accurately the 

sc M™ school was an experiment nature of the sessions. The gathering was really a 

s y,, based upon the precedent conference between teachers who were upon much the 

a Ug of somewhat similar same ground so far as teaching experience was con- 

: = aS schools that are conducted cerned. A valuable feature of the Wisconsin Session 

id in Great Britain. was the committee work, which gave those in attend- 

Peor. E.R. Maurer For the benefit of readers ance an opportunity to present and discuss their ideas 

, who are not in a position about various phases of the teaching of mechanics. The 
to follow closely the developments in engineering educa- reports of the committees, representing the boiled-down 

tion, a little explanation of present conditions will be opinions of the majority of the teachers present, should 

given. The engineering teachers of the country are be of value to all teachers of mechanics. 

organized into the above-mentioned Society for the There were usually two, and often three sessions each 

Promotion of Engineering Education, which has been day. Sometimes members of the staff of the school 

conducting an intensive investigation into all phases of would give demonstrations of their teaching methods, 

engineering education under the immediate direction which would be followed by general discussion. Several 

of Prof. W. FE. Wickenden, who was, at one time, a sessions were spent in laboratories watching and discuss- 

member of the faculty of this college. Recently he jing demonstrations. Lectures were numerous. Out- 

has been an engineer for the A. T. & T. The Investi- standing among them were the addresses of President 

gation has involved the active participation of many of Frank and Mr. Wickenden. Both speakers avoided 

the engineering schools of the country and the question- ; 

ing of many alumni and students. Our own alumni | a |. ae ay a 4 . Aus 2 t IF 

and students and faculty members have contributed i ae a” fan A Bot a, i 

their share to the progress of the work. n ne Bi q ea Me reg H 

The investigation has been both broad-visioned and ie Fi 3 Ss a) ir Cy ie ee | 

searching. Higher education of all kinds has been ee Ver ery ee. BL aera | i as a =a 

attacked so viciously within recent years that educators ae as be : x i i ap Ps ne 

have been disturbed about their own work, feeling that are cr ta an ry cae ti F 

perhaps they had an entirely wrong conception of the fags re es ae CF ieee a ear 

training of youth and that it was time for something ee « i Jet i 

revolutionary in educational methods. Many experi- cas 4 en Oe” es 

ments have been and are being conducted in our engi- S.P.E.E. Summer SEssIon 

neering colleges at the present time in a search for 

better ways of teaching. One of them that may be platitudes, offering instead something of a challenge. 
mentioned is the scheme of assigning students to class President Frank challenged the proponents of scientific 

sections upon the basis of their scholastic ability. This education with the statement that such education is 

is being tried in a number of institutions including failing to train men and women to think scientifically 

Wisconsin, (Continued on page 26) 
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a | Viewing a Timken railroad bearing application on display in the baggage car of the ‘Pioneer “Age a Z ‘e yo: Limited.’’ From left to right: President H. E. Byram of the Milwaukee Road; Mr. H. H. =~ a : Po : Vey a Timken, President of The Timken Roller Bearing Company; Mr. J. T. Gillick, Chief | 9 Pa 

RE} Operating Officer of the railroad; General Passenger Agent W. B. Dixon; and the Engineer | gata | of the train, Mr. Nicholas Kaiser 

Railroad Hi in the Maki 
A new epoch in railroad history started when inating wear, hot boxes, and by far the greater 
the ‘Pioneer Limited’’ and the “Olympian’”’ __ part of lubrication costs, Timken Bearings with 
of the C. M. & St. Paul R. R. entered regular their tapered design,‘ Timken-made Electric 
service with every car on Timken Bearings. Steel and POSITIVELY ALIGNED ROLLS have 
Never before, anywhere in the world, have brought a new day in railroading. 
any anti-friction bearings been used Hhrovgunnt Asin every other field of engineering, Timken 
any Pullman train. ‘These famous iy ers of the Tapered Roller Bearings are effecting both Big eu iee Road are dentine tot emomen- mechanical and economic improvement. 
tous and enduring railroad history. The use of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings 
The 88% reduction in starting load due to has come to be a proof of sound, progressive 
friction elimination only begins to expressthe design. That is why Timkens are of vital 
value of Timken-equipped car journals. Elim- concern to all engineers of the future. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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HOW MUCH “Our training of engineers is far FOR BIGGER AND The experiment in teaching engi- 

THEORY? too academic and presses a brake BETTER neering teachers how to teach, 

on the wheel of engineering progress,” writes C. B, TEACHERS which was conducted  simultane- 

Gordon-Sale, an English engineer, in an article pub- ously at Cornell and Wisconsin this summer, and which 

lished in The American Machinist. “When does theory is described elsewhere in this issue, may prove to be an 

come in with the average engineer?” he asks, and  epoch-making event in engineering education. 

answers himself: “Very seldom, so seldom as to con- Almost without exception, the men who become 

stitute a rarity when it has application.” He is all for teachers of engineering are without formal training in 

a thorough knowledge of the basic principles of pedagogy. One reason is that they rarely plan deliber- 

mechanics, but turns thumbs down on “the involved ately to become teachers and therefore do not train 

theories, embodying yards of calculations and liable to themselves for the task during their college years. 

warp the mental outlook.” Another reason is that the teacher of engineering must 

Probably the average student would like to frame have had experience in the practice of engineering. He 

these sentiments and hang them in the office of the is designing and building when he might be working 

Dean. It is easy to become impatient with training in for a Ph. D. The lack of pedagogical training is an 

theory whose application is not readily apparent. Having undoubted handicap. Not that engineering teachers are 

the mastery of any art or a science is most agreeable; 0t good teachers, as a rule they are. Engineering 

but the process of gaining that mastery is most dis- students have a way of eliminating the unfit teacher. 

agreeable, being filled with hard work and many dis- But the poor teacher might have been a good one, and 

appointments. Gaining a mastery of engineering is a the good one might be better if they knew more about 

tough job at best. If one can be gained without wrest- the science, or art, of teaching. 
ling with theory, why wrestle? Normal schools, teachers’ colleges, and many of the 

‘The situation is about like this: Theory in math- ideas and methods of the professional educationalist 

ematics, physics, chemistry, electricity, and mechanics would not appeal to the engineer-teacher. His common 
goes far beyond anything that the average engineer sense and his familiarity with mathematics makes him 

needs. The teacher might go to any specified point in impatient with much of the pseudo-science that perme- 

theory, or he might go farther. Who can tell just ates education today. Nevertheless, he recognizes that 

where to stop? Opinions on this matter are bound to there is probably room for great improvement in his 

differ as between various teachers and as between teaching and he would like to find a way to achieve 
teachers and students. that improvement. These summer conferences may 

This further thought presents itself: In the world eee We esas 

at large are many people who are completely ignorant re 

of the three Rs and yet live highly satisfactory lives. GRAVITATION Power gravitates to the hands able to 

They have learned how to live without education. In wield it, as naturally as the apple falls to the earth. 

the world of engineering there are men who are almost It is possible to interrupt the apple’s fall, but as 

completely ignorant of theory and yet find useful work soon as the interruption is withdrawn, it continues on 

to do; such a state of affairs is entirely possible. its way to the earth. 

Nevertheless; it is the general experience, both in the So it is possible to put power into weak hands, but 

world at large and in the world of engineering, that it will not remain there long unless it is usefully em- 

the man who has a real mastery of a certain craft or ployed. This is an unfailing law and one that we 

knowledge uses it. The engineer who has never mas- should heed when surveying a situation. It is the 

tered calculus will get along somehow with his algebra, weak man—the man who doesn’t fit, who passes 

but the engineer who has mastered caluculus feels that along and gives place to him who can perform. 

he could not get along without it. The engineer who In our haste and out of the fullness of our ignorance, 

has mastered certain theory will usually move up in his we often appraise situations unwisely and attribute our 

profession to a point at which he will find use for that failures to things outside our control. A more accurate 

theory. If there is any criticism to be made of engi- estimate of our limitations would give a different 

neering education, it is not that it goes too deeply into answer. A more comprehensive knowledge of our 

theory, but rather that it does not give the student a powers and a finer grasp of a situation would enable 

real mastery of theory. us to conquer our environment. 

i i i
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Undiscovered country in industry 
The globe's surface no longer holds and _50’s, charting the probable trend 

much undiscovered country, but the of population and the requirements 
pioneer-minded man can still find for service. 

plenty of it in industry—particularly In research and development, and 
in the telephone industry. in telephone manufacture as well, the 

In the Bell telephone companies __ Bell System takes seriously its respon- 
throughout the entire country, men sibility to give adequate service now 
are now exploring the 1930°s and 40’s__and to gird itself for a long future. 

cA nation-wide system of 18,000,000 inter-connecting telephones 
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““OUR PIONEERIUNG WORK HAS JUST BEGUN” 
Please mention The Wisconsin Nngineer when you write
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CAMPUS NOTES L. A. Harding, Buffalo, N. Y. 

(Continued from page 15) E. B. Langenberg, St. Louis, Mo. 

TWENTY-ONE ENGINEERS RECEIVE SOPHOMORE W. S. Timmis, New York City. 
HONORS Prof, A. P. Kratz, Univ. of Illinois. 

Sophomore high honors were awarded to the follow- Prof. G. L. Larson, Univ. of Wisconsin. 

ing five engineers for excellence in scholarship: W. W. The actual test work will be conducted under the 

Behm and Marvin Hersh, civil engineering; R. G. Jeweli, direction of Professor Larson. 

electrical engineering; and T. A. Geissman and E. C. Last spring Professor Larson was appointed a mem- 

Ragatz, chemical engineering. ‘Lo merit sophomore ber of a Committee of the American Society of Heat- 

high honors a student must make 165 grade points for ing and Ventilating Engineers to prepare a code for 

sixty credits, and at least two grade points per credit Testing Building Insulation. The other members oi 

bevond sixty. this committee are Prof, A. P. Kratz of the University 

The following men received sophomore honors: civil of Illinois and Prof. J. C. Peebles of Armour Institute. 

engineering, ©. J. Knechtges, D. H. Kuenzli, J. H. The Committee prepared a tentative code which was 

Kulp. T. D. Peppard, and G. C. Ward; mechanical presented to the Society at its summer meeting in June. 

engineering, R. V. Brown, H. G. Hyland, H. E. Rex, On September 27, this Committee held a meeting in 

and M. Hl. Rutherford; electrical engineering, G. W. Chicago with representatives of eight different insula- 

Curran, R. G. Garlock, Fe .\. Maxfield, H. L. Stokes, tion manufacturers to’ further discuss the code before 

A. L. Sweet, and E. .\. Wegner: chemical engineering, presenting it for final adoption. 

J, N. MeGovern. Sophomore honors are awarded to oe 

those students who secure 135 grade points and one FROSH HONOR AND HIGH HONOR RATE 

and one-half grade points per credit above the required STUDENTS ANNOUNCED 

sixty. The list of last year’s freshmen whose work was at 

oe the honor or high honor rate has been announced. To 

STEAM AND GAS DEPARTMENT TO CONDUCT secure honors, the student must earn two and_ one- 

CO-OPERATIVE RESEARCH quarter grade points per credit; for high honors, two 

An agreement to carry on co-operation research has and three-quarter grade points per credit. 

just been completed between the Steam and Gas De- Those at the high honor rate were R. J. Kraut, E. A. 
partment of the Engineering College and the American Johnson, G. C. Roeming, and FE, R. Sanner; honor 

Society of Tleating and: Ventilating Engineers. The rate—M. J. Scott, Charles Schwartz, E. W. Howes, 

agreement is for one year, With the understanding that R. W. Kubasta, W. A. Kuelthau, R. S. Plotz, C. A. 

it will be continued indefinitely if the results are mutually — Silcott, J. A. Lester, D. L. Botham, J. B. Catlin, S. K. 

satisfactory, Guth, R. W. Fairweather, D. M. Erickson, F. F. 

The purpose of the research is to study the infiltra- Hornig, S. L. Johnston, J. R. Mueller, Martin Joos, 

tion of air through the various types of walls that are FE. G, Heberlein, J. H. Lacher, and A. H. Benesh. 

used in building construction, and to ascertain the eS 

amount of air that leaks into a building around windows Mecuanics Pror: “What is your idea of a two 
and doors, both with and without weather-stripping. force member ?” 

Such fundamental data is very much needed by engi- Wise Sopu: “A guy who belongs to the police and 

neers in the heating and ventilating profession. fire department at the same time.” 

The agreement provides that the American Society of a 

Heating and Ventilating Engineers shall furnish $1,000 BLAST FURNACE ASSOCIATION TO MEET HERE 

a year for carrying on this work. An equal amount The Chicago Blast Furnace Association will meet at 

will be provided by the College of Engineering research the university October 14 and 15 to discuss blast furnace 

fund. The funds furnished by the Society may be used problems and confer with department of metallurgy. 

for Fellowships, salaries of part time assistants, or for One hundred seats for the Michigan game have been 

the purchasing of material, or the building of test walls. reserved for the members of the Association and their 

The Steam and Gas Department is very well equipped families. 

for carrying on such work, the apparatus being located re 

in the Camp Randall Shops. Tests on a number of WISCONSIN ENGINEER IS READ IN AUSTRALIA 

types of windows have been carried on during the past That the articles published in the Wisconsin Engineer 
two years. are more widly read than many students appreciate is 

A general program of tests will be developed by the shown by the letter recently recived from Mr. Geo. 

Infiltration Committee of the American Society of Heat- Groom of the Herald, published at Melbourne, Australia, 

ing and Ventilating Engineers. The Committee is com- in which he says, “I very much appreciate your courtesy 

posed of the following men: in sending the copies of the article by Mr. W. E. Wines 

Professor A. C. Willard, Chairman. on ‘The Mechanical Equipment of the Modern News- 

(Head of Mech. Eng. Dept., Univ. of Il.) paper Plant’. They have aroused a great deal of interest 

D. Knickerbocker Boyd, Philadelphia, Pa. here.” 

aia 7 ig i
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| Roger Bacon was thought to be in league with the devil and tbrown into prison ee ae, Sor his scientific researches which included the development of gunpowden Ne oy 

LE IE LE See NEN SOI 
| 

® | The scientific research of the Hercules Powe 
der Company an the wse of lasting powder 

ave to the world the modern methods 
— of lasting Known us Hevcoblastings 

J, Free Booklets on Effec- 
i ( ) d aN df N 1 1) tive Blasting Methods 

e Tear out this coupon and mail it today 
. Herevirs Pownrn Co., LITTLE less than six hundred years ago, Europe learned of gunpowder. oi Kine Street, : Neco n : Winsancron, Dut. Friar Roger Bacon, the “admirable doctor of thirteenth-century England, "Please send me, without charge, the pub- 

a Franciscan monk who was finally thrown into prison for commerce with | Hcations checked: 
Satan, mixed saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal, and made “thunder and lightning” EF excunes: Panowaries : : ‘eel : oe (] Herevtrs Exprosives and Brastina to his own great entertainment and his neighbors’ terror. The worthy friar did | Suvnuius 
not put gunpowder to more practical use than magic. It never occurred to him O Drnanire—Tur New Aravpin’s Lamp 
that, confined, the gases from a flash of powder would exert great force that could = Beancou Hyon Magne ' 
be applied to many purposes of warand peace. It was not long, however, before fl rcmnce at “Beruosives 
someone stripped away the supernatural, and in 1346 firearms are said to have | (Hencutrs Euncrmc Brastixc Cars : (] Deer Hore Brastine made their appearance, at the battle of Crecy. Equally early, gunpowder must Ey Paniierave Accipawts Ye Mires end 
have been applied to blasting purposes. Quannies 

. CIA Free Sample Copy of The Explosives 
From this humble and quaint monastic beginning, explosives have steadily in- Engineer Magazine. 
creased in use and importance. Chemistry has made one improvement after Educational Motion 
another. Engineering has found a multiplicity of new uses. Hercoblasting is an Pictures at Your Service 
example in point. 

i EXPLosivEs ENGINEER 
OB OBE ee E. M. Symmes, an explosives chemist of the Hercules Powder Company, devised [ @ 7 © 

a new blasting method by which Friar Bacon might have performed real miracles © @ @ / SSSR PeESERO 
for his gaping contemporaries. It is called Hercoblasting. And it consists of 5 —— 
column-loading black blasting powder of special granulation in well-drill holes oe: 
and firing with Cordeau-Bickford detonating fuse. Where this method is appli- I should like to show your free educational . : motion picture films in the following size: cable, it has accomplished remarkable results at great savings. {15 mm. 

mm. 
Hercoblasting is only one of the new methods at the command of the explo- O "Tue Exprosives Exciwern—Forenun- 
sives engineer. In the list of booklets on the right you will find a wealth of up- | *# of Proonmss” oneeesseeseeeseeeeeee 
to-date, practical information that will be of value to you, Check the ones you [1A Moverw Hercuzes’? oneeeeseeees 
want and mail the coupon. They are free. Tin, Mawteaeree’ of Risétnia | 

Buastina Cars’ Ons. ssessceseesceeceee 
HERCULES POWDER,COMPANY Please send me further information 

(INCORPORATED) 

941 King Street Wilmington, Delaware = 
Allentown, Pa. Sales Offices: Pottsville, Pa. es Birmingham Duluth Louisville St. Louis’ Aobuaie Buffalo Hazleton, Pa, New York City Salt Lake City 
Chattanooga Huntington, W. Va. Norristown, Pa. San Francisco et Chicago Joplin, Mo. Pictsburg, Kan. Wilkes-Barre "ADDRESS Denver Los Angeles Pittsburgh Wilmington, Del. 

Please inention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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THE EARTH INDUCTOR COMPASS sulated and the completed armature is thoroughly im- 

Lindbergh attributed his success in keeping on his pregnated and baked, giving assurance of freedom from 

outlined course to his earth inductor compass. Regard- insulating troubles. The shunt and series coils for one 

ing this instrument he wrote: “Laymen have made a pole are assembled as one unit and are dipped and 

great deal of the fact that I sailed without a navigator baked in this form. Special precautions are taken to 

and without the ordinary stock of navigation instru- insulate the coils from each other and from ground. 

ments, but my real director was my earth inductor The motor is rugged in construction, having a rolled 

compass. T also had a magnetic compass; but it was steel frame and drop forged steel feet which are welded 

the inductor compass which guided me so faithfully to the frame. The bearings are heavy duty roller type 

that I hit the Irish coast only three miles from the and the motor can be operated in an inclined position. 

theoretic point that 1 might have hit if I had had a The enclosing covers are hinged to the bracket and can 

navigator. The inductor compass was so accurate that be raised for inspection of the brushes and commutator 

I really needed no other guide.” by simply loosening one screw. There are a total of 

The earth inductor compass, instead of depending four covers, giving good access to these parts. 

upon the interaction of two magnetic fields as does the Ss 

magnetic compass, depends upon electromagnetic induc- NEW TYPE BUSHINGS PLACED ON MARKET 

tion. In the case of the earth inductor compass the Unusual corrosion-resisting properties are claimed for 

electric conductor consists of a rectangular armature the new “CWP” stamped electric conduit bushings 

which is driven by a windmill; and the magnetic lines which have been recently perfected and placed on the 

of force that are “cut” are those of the earth field. market. These bushings are cadmium plated instead 

The E.M.F. generated by an armature depends upon of being galvanized or enameled, and due to the inher- 

the position of the brushes in relation to the magnetic ent properties of cadmium, these bushings will remain 

field; when the brushes are in a line parallel to the unaffected under conditions which would speedily destroy 
magnetic lines of force the potential is zero and when galvanized ones. The cadmium coating, moreover, has 

they are perpendicular the potential is maximum. The @ more attractive appearance and being strongly ad- 
compass is a sensitive galvanometer; the brushes are herent, has no tendency to flake off or to disintegrate. 

moved by a “controller” on the instrument board so —Electric West 

that they can be in any desired position in relation to ——SS——E_ 

the plane. The course of flight is maintained by putting NAVY DEPARTMENT ORDERS NON-CORROSIVE AIR- 

the brushes in position and steering so that the gal- PLANE PROPELLERS TO INCREASE 
SAFETY IN OPERATION 

vanometer reads zero. —Scientific Monthly High powered airplane propeller blades made from 
ne ordinary canvas compressed into a non-corrosive prod- 

AUTOMOTIVE STANDARDIZATION uct of metallic strength, which greatly enhances the 
The elimination of unnecessary sizes and varieties of degree of safety in operation, will be used by the 

spark plugs, pistons, piston-ring oversizes, brake linings, Navy Deparment on its training planes. The new 

and roller bearings will be considered at a conference material known as Micarta is likewise used for the 

of manufacturers, distributors, and users in Detroit. manufacture of pulleys and fair-leads required in the 

There is an important movement taking place now in construction of airplanes, and because of its water 

many lines to eliminate so much waste caused by 80 resisting and moisture proof nature, makes it unusually 

many sizes of every individual part. suitable for use in unusually damp climates where 

moisture would weaken any other type of material. 
NEW ROOM HOIST MOTOR FOR MINES 

A new type of enclosed motor, rated at 5 hp., 15 RED LINE POSITIVE PRINTING PAPER 

minutes, 55°C temperature rise, 1150 rpm., compound A new type positive-print paper has been recently 

wound, 115, 230 or 550 volts, has been developed for put on the market. The print can be produced from 
use on portable type room hoists in mines. Many de- the original tracing without the use of a negative, and 

sign and operating features make it especially applicable gives a dark red line on a light cream background. The 

for this kind of service. Across-the-line starting is paper is printed in the same manner as are blueprints, 

permitted with negligible disturbance at the commutator. but is developed dry by a brief exposure to ammonia- 

The armature coils are so constructed and installed water vapor. Bacause of this method of developement, 

that a single coil can be replaced with a minimum dis- it is said that the paper does not shrink or wrinkle, and 

turbance of the other coils. Each coil is specially in- is true to scale. —Indns'ral Engineer 
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E I 1 T l 
xplosives are Tools 

Use the right one for each job | DuPont Explosives for 
Road Construction Wes constructing highways, explosives should be selected with 

the same foresight as is used in choosing equipment to meet the 1 RED CROSS EXTRA contract’s requirements. Are you thoroughly familiar with the Strength—20 to 60% special explosives designed by du Pont for the building of highways? —will not freeze in weather permit. 
For quick reference by students and engineers, du Pont has pre- ting road building; , pared a most comprehensive, carefully illustrated, compactly written —will stand water for a short time. handbook on the selection and use of explosives. The experiences GELATIN of du Pont engineers in various fields over a century and a quarter 2 Strength—20 to 90% are summed up in the Blasters’ Handbook. Valuable information Du Pont—25 to 90 strengths arranged in charts and tables. Coat-pocket size, bound in boards, : 200 pages of practical, everyday help for students and engineers. eae iy 
Write today for your FREE copy of the “Blasters’ Handbook.” —practically non-freezing; 

—least volume of noxious fumes. E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc. Q Gelatin—25 to 75% 
Explosives Department: Wilmington, Delaware ee Nrengthe o. 

{>> <a —tecommended for open work : cy nce Pp | Ta where shattering is required; MT co, Yee | fi a. —not adapted to underground work. 

A oo ie eee Se | ie ici Blasting Gelatin 
be Le : i etisal —the strongest and quickest explo- ea | Be oo 4 oeey td ou sives known; Ses of Ze i LLU [ —absolutely water-proof; 
ek ae i af Se yp al 4 | —NOT low-freezing. 

fof Se | : DYNAMITE bef S/o Serength15 to 60% 
| - ee / ye =] i —quick, shattering action; L 47 Ly ao Se os J, od oe —more sensitive than other dyna ae e/g CLs rites; ee —practically non-freezing; ee. Na —resists water. — SS eee 
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*|25 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN THE SERVICE OF INDUSTRY - 
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ELECTRICALS MECHANICALS 

Donaldson, Chase, e’20, is a member of the firm, Bertles, Aanesen, Finn, m’21, of Oslo, Not: 

Rawls, and Donaldson, underwriters and distributors of way, who was one of the group of es 

investment securities, which has opened its offices at 120 Norwegian boys who Sams Over _to es 

Broadway, New York City. The firm has offices also in Wisconsin to study engineering during ) 

Chicago ata Detroit, the World War, has written Prof. Corp ; a 

Sas . = early this summer concerning the gen- == fe—” 
Helleo, He L., e706, is in the real estate business a 288 E. eral condition prevailing in Norway. ae : 

Water St. Milwaukee. His home address is 512 Bradford The present cost of living is very high ~ 

Avye., Milwaukee, Wis: and times are not very good on account of the tremendous 

Goldhammer, Charles, e717, is proprietor of the Schwartz yiso in the value of their currency in the past year or 

HTotel, a large summer resort hotel at Elkhart Lake, Wis. two, However, Mr. Aaneson writes that he is still equal 

Natwick, J. J.. 09, general manager, secretary and to the big task of providing for a wife and two daughters. 

treasurer of the Kelvinator-Leonard Corporation of Pitts- Clark, H. L., m’26, sent us the following, too late for 

bureh, attended the commencement exercises in June. His insertion in the May issue, “I am leaving New York or 

address is 205 N. Wighland St., Pittsburgh, Pa. May 19 for Chile, South America, where I will be engaged 

Palen, Vernon W., e'25, junior engi- “in the mining and concentration of sodium nitrate. The job 

neer for the New York and Queens promises experience in many varied lines, and should prove 

Electric Power and Light Company [Ok quite interesting. My address will be care of Anglo- 

of Queens, New York, is the author Chilean Consolidated Nitrate Corporation, Casilla 17, Toca- 

of an article on Sectionalizing Cir- GOT pilla, Chile, South America. Please send future copies of 

cuits in Case of Trouble, which ap- e the “Engineer” to me at this address.” We hope that we 

peared in the May issue of Power Py Y will hear more from Clark in the near future. 

Plant Engineering. The article is a 7) 74 Gunther, G. A., m’24, is now in charge of the Chain Belt 

description of the operating procedure &) ai ae Company’s Buffalo office. Mr. Gunther was taken directly 

used by the company to isolate into the Company from school, and in the time that he 

damaged sections of its distribution system. Mr, Palen spent in their Engineering Department, he gained a practi- 

has had experience working on primary circuit sectionalizing cal working knowledge of its products, which with his 

instructions, secondary network design, voltage complaint work in the Sales Department at Milwaukee, fitted him 

work, budget work, particularly load concentration studies well for the position as head of the Buffalo office. 

and design of new feeders, and miscellaneous primary and Hanson, Malcolm P., m ex’18, e’24, was united in mar- 

secondary work. viage to Miss Euphrasie Jeanne Raffo, of Washingto, D. C., 

Richards, J. 'T., 0’95, designing engineer for the Eastman on June 9. Mr. Hanson is associate radio engineer in the 

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., was a visitor in Madison dur- aircraft radio section of the Naval Research Laboratory, 
ing commencement week. at Anacostia, D. C. They are making their home at 2920 

= “ i . . wae Ontario Road, Northwest, Washington, D. C. 

E. K.. Summers, 226, has mesigned his postion as, Re- Mantonya, William G., m’19, former poet laureate of the 

search Wellow, m the Electrical Engineering at the Univer- “Wisconsin Egineer”’, is assistant engineer on special im- 
sity of Wisconsin to accept a position as instructor at the provements for the Board of Local Improvements of the 

University of Minnesota, Summers was at one time editor City of Chicago. His business address is 532—160 N. 

of the “Engineer. La Salle St. His home address is 6221 N. Oakley Ave., 
Wise, Edmund, ¢’19, is metallurgist for the Wadsworth Chicago. He writes: “I am engaged in very interesting 

Watch Co., of Cincinnati and lives at 950 E. McMillan St. work at the present time. We are building one new street, 

In June, he attended the graduation exercises in Madison. half a mile long, through the middle of one of the Inter- 

Wolfe, Harry C., e’26, former distinguished editor of our national Harvester Co. grounds, in fact, right through the 

magazine, has left Westinghouse Electric to take a. position middle of their buildings. The La Salle St. bridge is near- 

with the Chromium Corporation of America, where he is ing completion on one side of the river, but on the other 

to do engineering work in connection with chromium plating side is just at the caisson stage. The street car tunnel is 

installations. His new address is care of the company, directly beneath, so both the cofferdam and the bridge pit 

Waterbury, Conn. offered design problems that were out of the ordinary.” 
Naujoks, Wald, m’26, has left Cudahy, Wisconsin, and the 

K rs Ladish Drop Forge Company, and is now living at 1303 

MINERS E. 184th Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Plaenert, Alfred B., m’26; announcement has been made 

Howes, M. H., min’23, is assistant engineer with the of the engagement of Miss Ellen Beatrice Henshall to 
Tintic Standard Mfg. Co., of Dividend, Utah. Howes at- Alfred B. Plaenert, of Madison. Mr. Plaenert is engineer 
*onded the 1927 commencement at Madison. His address for the Pharo Heating Company, of Madison, and is a 

is care of the company at Dividend, Utah. member of Beta Kappa fraternity. 

Lawson, Stuart C., min’17, is in the sales department of Verner, James, m’26, and Miss Ethel Seaver of Oakmont, 

the Otis Electric Company of New York. His address is Pennsylvania, were united in marriage at Oakmont on 
£70 So. Clinton St., East Orange, New Jersey. September 3. 
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Competent Service — Confident Owners 

UST a quarter of a century ago four 
young men, with a broad background 

! 4D of training and experience in the engin- 

] | j y = > |  eering construction field, formed The 
| f Up wei) | Foundation Company. Today the com- | 

| : ' i | ‘27 7/°| pany is at work in every continent, in 
a | e LJLLPE EEE LE rs Ff ; ¢ . ae { wy) y} te PF eb, = oth hemispheres, and on both sides 
sng Ee eat TIL |. ME Eee 3 7 ee os of the Equator, on engineering con- 

I ee struction of almost every known type. 

CONDITION OF ELEVATOR AT TRANSCONA, CANADA, WHEN 

TAKEN OVER BY THE FOUNDATION COMPANY 

IX order to successfully meet the unu- [7 Te nee a 

sual engineering problems presented, | , ‘ : 
it has been the policy of The Founda- . ; 
tion Company since its inception to | reek 2 4 

4 : eae i ee Ep ee cow q retain a personnel highly specialized and i a 
efficient, with initiative and judgment. i PEELE \ 

Over one hundred and fifty men with | Higa EPELEREEL 
over ten yearsservice with the company, | [fi i PEP LEP LELLe lee 
are now on the rolls; a great fac- is ic ei ee ee ns 
tor in inspiring repetition of contracts. ea a 

ELEVATOR RIGHTED AND PLACED ON PIERS. 

SUNK TO ROCK 

As indicative of the service rendered by The Foundation Company over this 
period of years, these partial lists of repeat contracts have special significance. 
In one case no less than thirty contracts have been awarded by one owner. 

S. S. Wire DENTAL Mrc. Co. Great NorTHERN Paper Co. Corn Propucts REFINING CO. 
Factory 1917 Hydraulic Construction 1916 Water Supply 1918 
Power House 1919 Boiler House 1921 Tunnels 1919 
Factory 1926 Power HouseandDam 1922 Industrial Plant 1921 

CITY OF NEW YORK 
Office Buildings Hydro-Electric Devetopments Industria! Planis ATLANTA LOS ANGELES MONTREAL Bisoes Hous 

. are = PITTSBURGH MEXICO CITY LONDON, ENGLAND . 
pa lglineds and terinals CHICAGO CARTAGENA.COLOMBIA BRUSSELS, BELGIUM River ed Harper Deselepments 

Filtration and Sewage Plants SAN FRANCISCO LIMA, PERU TOKYO, JAPAN Mine Shafts and Tunnels 

BUILDERS oF SUPERSTRUCTURES as WELL AS SUBSTRUCTURES 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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a permanent organization to arrange for future con- 
ferences among teachers of mechanics, thereby putting The Standard for Rubber Insulation 
the stamp of approval upon the experiment. Un- 
doubtedly, the idea will take hold; and teachers of 
engineering can look forward to something permanent 40 TAS 
in the way of summer schools adapted to their needs. we “ 

A number of the members of our own faculty were Ss 4 
active in the affairs of the Wisconsin Session. Prof. . 
Maurer was director; Prof. Van Hagan was secretary ; 
Prof. Withey was a member of the staff; Dean 

Turneaure, Prof. Bennett, Prof. Terry, and Dean RUBBER COVERED AND 
Slichter were special lecturers. Mr. Norton, Mr. Tur- VARNISHED CAMBRIC 
rittin, Mr. Wendt, Mr. Weipking, and Prof. Pulver 
were registered in the school. Among the Wisconsin WIRES and CABLES 
graduates who registered were H. J. Kersten, E. E. are made with especial regard for Quality 

Moots, B. Spieth, G. P. Stocker, and I. F. Waterman. All OKONITE products are carefully inspected 

OO and tested at each step in the manufacturing 
THE GREAT AZIMUTH CITY BOOM! process so as to insure a perfect finished result. 

(Contenied Penis 298 TR) Full details in Handbook—Send for it. and Yonker were stationed at advantageous points 

while the rest spread out to do the beating. The snipe 

were plentiful and the successful forces returned to The Ckonite Company 
: : The Okonite-Callender Cable Co., Inc. 

camp in the early hours of the morning fully prepared Factories, PASSAIC, N. J. PATERSON, N. J. 
to enjoy the excellent snipe breakfast. Hutton claimed Sales Offices: New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, St. Loule, 
that somebody had monkeyed with the north star be- Atlanta, Birmingham, San Vrancieco, Loe Angeles, Seattle 
cause after orienting on it he said he found himself aa Rettigeeli Andrews Co, Boston: Mass. 
almost at Merrimac before he realized that he was BD Tawrenes Blew Co Cincineatt 0. Uist 
headed south instead of north towards camp. Canedian Representatives : Engineering Materials Ltd, Montreal 

Among those missing at the snipe hunt was Alper- 
ovitz. An important engagement at the north end had 
kept him busy. After the hunters had straggled into a 
camp a whispered conference was held and a reception | Fisica 
committee appointed to meet Alpy who was just re- Ps 
turning. He was seized, placed under arrest, and Y CaN a 
brought before “Judge” Bamberry and charged with ie ro 
evading the call to participate in the snipe hunt. The cl 
judge ordered the culprit placed under heavy guard, 

called the court to order, and directed a jury to be 

empaneled. Witnesses testified that the accused had ROEBLING 
signed up for the hunt in their presence; and the 
hunters verified that he had wilfully failed, refused, WIRE ROPE 
au, neglected te jattend it. ailby Dieailed a conspiracy Saaeeestully amd on 
against him, claiming that he had never signed any dutingly hand 
paper regarding the snipe hunt, and asked the court uring’y an les the 
for a handwriting expert to verify the signature. This work it is given to do § exp y § 
being refused by the honorable itidge: because it was John A. Roebling’s Sons Co. 
a reflection on the veracity of the state’s witnesses, the TRENTON, N. J 
defendant charged the court with prejudice and asserted ao" 
his constitutional right to a new trial because he was 

not represented by counsel. The judge ruled that he LE Prix. 
had his night in court and referred the case to the BLT IN Sse 
jury. These “twelve and true” after due deliberation, Re oa i AS 
pronounced Alpy guilty. The judge sentenced the cul- 1D 4 ve hy 
prit to a trip through the frog pond in front of the by we iN eh: : 
commissary, warning him not to disturb or shock th: Fa 4 Hl 
inhabitants thereof unnecessarily. So with due regarc Se \ vy y 
for the majesty of the law, the frog pond was traversed —— i. . Ly 
—sans trousers. aaa Siieh cme le - 

Rumors that a prom would be held circulated through- Fiche ier
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out the camp. A meeting followed and after the smoke 

nl \ had cleared away it was found that Summeril was the 

Ne Pp NUS “people’s choice” for prom king. The prom committee 

\ got busy and soon announced that the event would be 

y, Ns ENCILS f held on Saturday, July 9, and that a marvelous six 

bes) e piece orchestra from Baraboo would furnish the music. 

Y \ The Largest Selling Quality Pencils Interest became more intense as the week progressed. 
f P in the World . : 
os A . Lead is absolutely £ The number of recruits for the event increased from 

AN y from ait cneven the elighe. day to day as each batch of mail brought happy expres- 

\¥ CNV est coarseness; remarkably sions to the fellows’ faces making it known that “she” 
\ —_ smooth and long-lasting. . ine. Th ached k 4 ti 
\ >, Each of the 17 degrees are was coming. The unattache : took interes mm young 

\ aN | uniform with every pencil ladies from Baraboo and Madison who were invited to 

a SS of that degree—always. attend by Mrs. Owen and Sally and so none were 
al. Se The wood is specially select- ; 5 

e SSH ed cedar, of the best ~uality iooking for partners. 

YS Se obtainable- . h Prom day dawned with the rain coming down in 

NS \ Sinica Ge thee Gan ba torrents, bringing gloomy expressions to every face. 

X qj used down to the last inch. By noon, however, it had stopped and the long faces 

NB The, distinctive watermark disappeared, one by one. With a zeal unheard of, the 
finish avoids substitution— S . . . 

known and recognized decoration committee under the direction of Spen Merz 

throughout the world, had the mess hall transformed into a miniature forest 

THIN 17 Black Degrees paradise by means of oak branches, fern leaves, and 

NIQUE LEAD 3 Copying Japanese lanterns. Sally Owen, as prom queen, and 

COLORED PENCILS For bald ben vy tings === SES Se Summeril led the thirty-five couples in the grand march. 
i ines. . 2H-3H-4H-5H- . : 

Make fine lines tor figuring, check- For ea ne Naot The prom was an appropriate ending to the four 
ing, sketching, blueprints, etc. Plain End: a 1.00 sales: andl «wi na f tl . 

7 fe Pink lain Ends—per doz. $1.01 weeks, and will always stand out as one of the most 
Be Purple Pink Rubber “ —per doz. $1.20 5 
Giese Oakes, Ee Grea, ‘At Stationers and Stores enjoyable events of camp. ; 

White Yellow Maroon throughout the World With the four weeks’ men gone and the prospect of 

$1.20 per doz. Ametican Lead PencO.Co: finishing in the two remaining weeks alluring, the camp 

; settled down and with unforetold ambition attacked the 

routine of work. Even “Lindy” Austen, (he hails 

from St. Louis) the premiere third baseman lost interest 

in baseball; and after Christy refused to catch the flies 

. ‘ * . out in left field, the sport degenerated into a mere 
Fair Prices — Friendly Service . i s 

game of catch. 

Mr. E. L. Hain, a 1910 Wisconsin grad, was sent 

to the camp by the United States Geological Survey 

BROWN BOOK SHOP as plane table instructor. Using the 1”1000’ scale, 

the fellows would come back to camp displaying a 

621-623 STATE STREET square inch of map on their plane tables and to remarks 

would say, “Yep, that’s a whole day’s work.” 

After Mr. Hain had told about the 124000’ scale 

used by the U. S. G. S. on their surveys, somebcdy 

READ A BOOK — suggested that it be tried but no one could be found 

willing enough to do it. 

You can, and for only 3c per As in former years, the highway work was under the 

day, from BROWN’S RENTAL direction of Mr. H. D. Blake, of the Wisconsin High- 

way Commission. He took the entire camp on an 

LIBRARY. inspection trip and led the grand procession of twelve 

cars up and down the highways around Baraboo. Every 

time a stop was made to look at some relocation, pass-~ 

. ing motorists slowed down to investigate what they 

Over 1,200 titles to choose from thought was an accident, and when they saw Chief 

—all the best fiction since 1924. Oakey cavorting about on the road wondered which 

Chamber of Commerce was out on a spree. Sanborn 

volunteered to lie down on the ground in order not to 

“COME IN AND BROWSE” disappoint the motorists if somebody would pass the 

hat and give him the proceeds. 

Dick Reinke came back to camp one day claiming 

that he had fallen into a bed of poison ivy. The worthy 

EEE ee #=_#"#E...............?_
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ONTRACTORS naturally expect an organization 
oO which builds dependable pavers, mixers, gasoline 

shovels and cranes, to build staunch draglines. Drag- 

2 lines, more than any other machine, are often used far from 

the sources of supply where dependability is all important. 

Heavy Duty construction, which has given the Koehring 
Paver its predominant position among contractors in all 

parts of the country, is built into the Koehring Gasoline 
Dragline. Along with this rugged construction, Koehring 
design has accomplished simplicity and accessibility. 
There are no service stations in the swamps — replace- 

ments must be quick and easy! 

In reclamation service, irrigation or drainage work, the 
Koehring Dragline with fast, smooth action under Finger 
Tip control advances mile after mile, making straight, 
accurate ditches without a delay for repairs. 

Every Koehring product built for dependable service! 
“ 
‘Concrete — Its Manufacture 

and Use” is a 210 page treatise K OE HRIN Cc co M PANY 
on the uses of concrete, including LUKEE: Wis N : . Manufacturers of Pavers, Mixers—Gasoline Shovels, Cranes and Draglines 
26 pages of tables of quantities B 
of materials required in con- Big 

; ‘ e iNET crete paving work. To engineer’ LE J, a 
ing students, faculty members xg ni FT. dx . CP ll Ne: mi Aa and others interested we shall ig se Mog e. as 

ee FM. if i FRING Hie gladly send a copy on request. LEE RD Uf Se Gale SS noe ZED UL sn Haan Weal A ai fees 

BEY egy ae fk 2 ee Fran Eo sip oT Mee F/I sl ie i 
ee Z he XA : Ai ee etait: wee P 5, ey cade Din’ ) “ 4 
era ZA AS Gs ‘ied fei Cs P 

tga ° go Ve ae i ee ied ss ‘ Bae. Soo Lia PO hee ea ce we tet id 
‘a Gee dpi oa Cie | ea jaa ag GE Lp Oe aaa ea ae hee is 
ee : nae hy yy a et ae ka te bx f 

F r ae A | Be: NF EE RE aa ang igi Fy cei See Jalal | 

ee \ " a ee am Salen 5 as nae ght lea “oo Sp en 
i 0 ee yr Ee ai ete a lk Oe ich et OE Cee i a ee 
a a res a a a Ot RG | ae et OO aire aS Rag ene ee Oe, ge a 

eg TT A a ee oe 
Ben TORE of SUE cre iN ie 0 Ac 1 a Rl”: SAN ga ei bee ie Se ee ee Po Fes = aD he My Le ea. BS ets edi es a OO ae 

a ee ree EO OR ee oe a arte ee hag tg OE ee, cena Rica Does Bie a ge a a cee A Mil eats, | ET F—r—C“EC RC Se ee LS AN ee Re i LA ey eh Pacer PEC a TE ge ee a ae en ae a aa el 
ee es ee eB ee a SY fae od 

A Ee Ne a i ee eee 
ee ee ee eee i Pac ee | lee ee 
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ee ttt ttt He physicians (?) could find only the right shoulder and 

| | one side of his right arm affected. Somebody ventured 
| | to remark that it was a d--- funny way to fall into 
| \ ] | a bed of poison ivy —but who can doubt Dick’s word. 

| ISCONSIN i Elleson, not content to be the camp’s prize acrobat 

| \\/ | and tumbler, climbed Turk’s Head and Cleopatra’s 

| BO LING ALLEYS | Needle. He does not advise anybody else to & it, 
| | although he admitted that such practice might enable 

| | many to scale the walls of the Engineering Building 

| 8 a Alleys ¢ 8 | and thus solve the problem of crowded halls. 

| ! The difficulty in getting the fellows up mornings 
| prompted some drastic actions. The horn was removed 

| from the commissary and fastened to a tree near the 
| | tents. Aune and Arnold objected strenuously to its 
| Cigars Cigarettes location above their tent, claiming that they did not 

! | need the horn as much as some of the other fellows. 

| Pop Candy ! However, there it remained and proved very effective. 

| ! Lou Beebe’s and Rosie Pickford’s mechanical boats 

| | furnished some of the after dinner recreation. Some- 

! | body would borrow the boat from Lou with a pretense 

| ! of showing him how to make it run. Soon half the 

| ALLEYS RESERVED | camp would be gathered around the frog pond cheering 

| | the boat on as it steamed around the water fountain. 

| | On one of the water power surveys, it is claimed 

that Yonker tried to row a boat up the city power 

7 ‘ < _ + house dam on the Baraboo River. The rest of the 

662 State St. Phone B. 2845 gang stood on shore cheering him on, but after a most 

i j noble effort Yonker decided that he did not care to go 

et ete ene «UP the dam anyway. 
Dr. Bastin of the University of Chicago geology camp 

Set ttn ttttteettitttntinagy at Kirkland came over with one of his classes and 

! | told the camp how and why Devils Lake is where it is 

| | and not somewhere else. A driving rain offered a 

| WASHINGTON ARMY STORE i good excuse for the fellows to linger in the mess hall 

| 123 FE. WASHINGTON AVE. | after the lecture — incidentally, of course — to see what 

| | the Chicago girls looked like. 

|, Phone de..699 Corner Webster St. | As part of the construction work, a large screened-in 

| | porch and an enormous new commissary was_ built. 

| | Those who lent their willing hands in its construction 

| SPECIAL OFFER FOR ENGINEERS | hope that the fellows in future years will appreciate the 

| Army Blankets _________________$3.48 | fruits of their labors. 
| ! The formal opening of the new commissary was 

! Gen. Leather Puttees ___----____ 2.98 ! attended by the faculty and members of the S. P. E. E. 
Officer’s All Leather Shoes _____. 4.25 summer school for mechanics instructors held at the 

: ! University in Madison. They stopped off on their wa 
| 0. D, Bréeches: 222+ eceenn 3.50 | to the ota eee 
| Corduroy Sheepskin Coats ______ 9.75 ! The annual banquet, held on Friday night of the 

| ! last week, was a huge success. The tables were ar- 

| Corduroy Jatket .-.---.------- 6195 | ranged in a big square, with everybody sitting around 
Genuine Horsehide Leather Vest _ 9.50 the outside. Chief Oakey, with long sideburns, and 

: . . : appropriately dressed as a Southern gentleman, was 

| 16-inch Hi-Top Boots ----------_ 5.98 !  toastmaster. Talks were given by Professor Owen, Judge 

Corduroy Breeches _____________ 2.98 Halstead, Bill Taylor, who lived up to his usual Irish 
: . : wit, “Dean” Homewood, Mr. Wesle, and Mr. Beebe. 

I Moleskin Breeches -------------- 1.98 | After his enjoyable talk —and it was found that the 

twinkle in his eye was not there for nothing, Mr. Beebe 
i WASHINGTON ARMY STORE i distributed gifts to everybody. An air cushion was 
i i given to Lou Lembcke; Jim Bamberry received a toy 

Pies ee eg | DomtesO he wouldn’t have to borrow Lou Beebe’s 

maaan
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Fe th A BR A AH HR HHH tt a 

! | 

| . | Brock Engraving Co. | 
| | 
| | 
I | 

ENGRAVERS FOR i 
i | 
| | | i . . . i 

The Wisconsin Engineer | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
i Fourth Floor State Journal Building Madison, Wisconsin i 
| | 

| | 
| 

| | Bn en nt tt at tnt tnt 

et at et HHH atte 
[ 
| | 
| | 
| . | 

Ninety Per Cent Bank at the Branch | | 
Ninety per cent of the student in your budget. 

: body, fraternities, sororities and ; : 2 ‘ 
student organizations bank at the rt is a valuable Bsines hab 

i Branch Bank of Wisconsin .. . P y8 , i 
i There are reasons for this. It is a protection from loss by i 

i It is easy to cash checks when thievery or carelessness. | 
! you bank at the Branch .. No fee The Branch has specialized in | 

cards or friends to identify you student accounts and finances for | 
! are necessary. more than twenty years... . ! 
! it i . h aon Student finance problems get the | 
| oS Romesnlens 19 THe Sallam care they deserve and require. ! i quarter. You pass it every day. i 
i It is a sure check on the money Begin TODAY to Bank at the i 
i you are spending. It keeps you Branch... i 

; 
The Branch Bank of Wisconsin 

| | STATE AT GILMAN 
| | 
| | ee 
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) anymore; Bill Taylor was presented with a reducer; 

maa Bob Homewood received a new pair of knickers which 

: a8 if fitted with Fiebe’s gift of a new pink undershirt (to 
: take the place of his old one which was torn) would 

op reece aaa aii a enmeemacan ails ig make a perfect suit of unmentionables. 
OR a Ae ee AN ~ 

/ Regge et The most remarkable event of the evening was Spen 
ee el ee * = 
a ees Se ag Merz’ and Arno Lenz’ first cigar—no apparent after ; Ss ee ay eee ied 
(ee ee gh ees) effects were reported! 

a og ee ls OMe ¥ nt 2, | of =a" a SS ae ZZ eo Camp ended on Saturday, July 23. Reports were 
Fe Bax Sty eka ge) E . ‘ s % a 
a a a a og ws Pa handed in or laid aside to be finished later, tents were 

4 a RES ogtin a Ze a CS taken down, tent floors were removed, the electric wiring ee ee : : 3: > 
rise a Pe ae Sa a oe system dismantled —and Azimuth City became no 
SE NM oF i a oy See 2 _ 
eee Bath. ae, | more. Soon the fellows began to leave and before long 

{2 RN VST ON EN a the camp presented its customary deserted appearance. 
West Allis Works of Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company. Area of Mingled with the joy that six weeks of work was 
Plant, 153 Acres. Total Floor Area of Buildings, 2,686,912 Square Feet : 

over was the regret that the wholesome comradeship 

developed during that period was disrupted. All that 

BUII DING HEAVY transpired will hold a lasting place in the memory of 
those who attended the best summer survey camp —that 

MACHINERY vee 
MEASUREMENT OF COMPRESSED AIR 

’ . ‘ ‘ ‘ (Continued from page 11) 
Vast populations and innumerable industries - . meres aah : 

douse tussle . 5 ment ° The effect of other possible errors with the 6-inch 
are served by power and industrial plants . : 
equipped with llis-Chalmers machinery. drum is as follows: An error of 10 degrees in tempera- 

S Scores Toil _ ture will cause an error of one per cent in the co- 
Supplying light, power and water, and han- ; . . 

dling the sewage and drainage in great centers efficient; an error of 5 pounds in the pressure reading 
of population are some of the complex prob- will cause an error of 3 per cent; an error of 0.01 inch 
lems solved by Allis-Chalmers engineers. in the diameter of the orifice will cause an error of 

This Company has developed steam and 1 per cent; and an error of 0.50 inch in the differential 

water turbines to high peaks of efficiency, as gage reading will cause an error of 5.5 per cent. The 

evidenced by many of the most important sta- above figures are only approximate, but serve to indi- 
tions in the world, cate the magnitude of possible errors which might be 

_ Allis-Chalmers electrical apparatus is used incurred by the use of inaccurate or uncalibrated instru- 

iy pracheally every industry’ and: sancludes ments. Under average conditions and with a similar 
some of the largest equipment ever built, to- ‘ . +e of ai je thothe Ra Gould b 
gether with complete electrical power units SEEUDs MISA SUECIMen tS (OF. att Mags, dh ENE, MET: SOU e 
with any type of prime mover. correct within three or four per cent. 

Building six million horsepower in gas, oil noe pe ae, § ¢ ’ 
and steam engines is but one of many Allis- WHAT 27 IS DOING 
Chalmers achievements. (Continued from page 9) 

The Company’ ‘hing and SEAIIGESIEAl sulting Municipal Engineer of Watertown, Wisconsin. Home 
The: Company's matting cand mefalateien address, 220 84th Street, Milwaukee. 

aut he oe a ‘ne ap BlanCare “ILOug hi Homewood, Robt., has been appointed instructor in the 

GEUEE TEES SWISH El department of Hydraulics and Sanitary Engineering to 

Its rock crushing and cement making ma- replace Mr. Lindner. 
chinery has been used in building many of the Horst, Arthur J., is working in the east according to 

i greatest engineering projects. unconfirmed reports. His home address is 334 N. Madison . 

Flour mills equipped with “Allis” machinery St. Chilton, Wisconsin. . . 5 
cirele the globe while “Allis” sawmill equip- Janicki, Marry R., 18 pedis ees H.C. We Ar aL. 

; ment is used in practically every timber pro- sulting engineer of Milwaukee. His home is at 877 Wei . 
ducing country. . . La Chapelle, M. P., is in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with the 

_—— ol Armstrong Cork and Insulation Company but expects to be 

_ The ATlis-C halmers farm tractor, the Jatest transferred to the midwest this fall. His present address 
of the Company's varied lines, is finding a is 331 Melwood Street. 
wide application, not only in this country, Landwehr, Edgar A., has replaced G. A. Abendroth as 

but in many foreign lands. instructor in the Railways Department at the University. 

He is living in Tripp Hall at the Men’s Dormitories. 

Lembcke, Louis W., gives his home address as 915 

J o D) Chambers Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
4 = Nn 4 Levin, Jacob, writes that he is timekeeper on construc- 

4 MILWAUNEE, WIS. Us S Ae tion of an 8-story apartment hotel building and previous 

# =6to this was foreman in charge of wrecking and clearing 

the building site. He is with the Theodore Stark and 

ee ae a are ey eee
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EXEICIENCY OF themes. They will get a better grade. 

| , i | | 
Morgan S We also do tabulation, topics and mimeo- 

i | | graphing, i 
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Company, General Contractors, and lives at his home, 599 

Maple St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

KCYSTONE Liddle, George F., is Assistant Engineer in the Engi- 
; Keone taey neering Service Company of Muskegon, Michigan. His 

home is at 382 Prospect Street, Muskegon, Michigan. 
Steel Sheets that Resist Rust! Lidicker, William Z., has a Regent Research Scholarship 

ae and is doing his work in the Hydraulics Department. He 

The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust. | is living at the Triangle house, 438 N. Francis. 
It is successfully combated by the use of pro- McMullen, Ralph E., former assistant to Prof. L. S. 

tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re- | Smith, writes of his experiences running a party for the 
ist ‘COFTOsON Well made steel alloyed with Wisconsin Highway Commission at Superior, “I have one 

SIS % . hy ys man on my crew who thinks he is a ‘plumber’ because he 

Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon spends so much time plumbing the rod.” His home is at 

1411 21st Street, Superior, Wis. 

Meeuwsen, Quinten, of Oconto, Wisconsin, has not yet 

informed us about what he has been doing since he 

graduated. 
e e Myers, James W., is assistant city engineer at Kenosha, 

Rust-Resi sting Wisconsin. He makes his home at 5016 4th Avenue, 
Kenosha. 

Copper Steel Oettmeier, Arnold G., gives his home address as 608 

West Sherman Ave., Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin. 

Piltz, Arthur, has been appointed instructor in civil and 

structual engineering in the University Extension Division 

at Madison. He is living at 140 W. Gilman Street. 

Prochaska, Victor H., is working in the bridge depart- 

ment of the Wisconsin Highway Commission, Madison Di- 

vision, and is living at 250 Langdon St. 

Reader, Jay, has embarked with Harold Zilish in the 

firm of Reader & Zilisch, Builders, at Janesville, Wisconsin. 

; The address of the firm is 533 South Bluff Street. 

Black and Galvanized . Reinhold, Carl J., 603 Farwell Avenue, Milwaukee, is 

igulbo>i il ‘Ai IN working with Division No. 2 of the Wisconsin Highway 

Cet eo Commission but does not say just what kind of work he 

Cee so eee | * te | 
ahs aeee KEYSTONE HES oa Severson, Norman A., spent the summer with the Jef- 

ANE Se LJ a i): ferson County Highway Commission. His home is at 
", Vs OnpeR stem = uN Cambridge, Wisconsin. 

" S38 Quality 2 2 Hn a Shafer, S. Parker, is employed by the Dane County High- 
1 =S Services z=— HF IF way Commission as Bridge and Culvert Inspector and lives 

— =~ . at 1226 W. Dayton Street, Madison. 

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof- Singer, Ben E., is employed by the American Bridge Co. 
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks,and | of Gary, Indiana. He lives at Riverside Hall, No. 77, 
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted—above or below | Gary, Indiana. 
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu- Thomsen, Darrel, is working in Fond du Lac with the 
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth, | Hutter Construction Company, General Contractors. His 

and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates. home address is 54 Amory St., Fond du Lac, Wis. 
Ulrich, Spencer E., is employed by the Chicago and North 

Be ee ee es Steel Sheets Western Railroad and lives at 4556 N. Paulina Street, 

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets Ravenswood, Mlinois. 
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets Wendt, Kurt F., has been appointed Instructor in the 

Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock Mechanics Department at the University. The marriage 

Formed Roofing and Siding Products of Mr. Wendt and Miss Adelade Jandre of Chicago was 

Automobile Sheets—all grades solemnized early in summer. They are making their 

Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets home in the Capital Hill Aparments in Madison. 

Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock |  Westrich, Charles J., is training for store manager in 

Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc. | the retail store department of Sears, Roebuck and Com- 
Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and | pany, at Chicago. His home address is 367 Monroe Avenue, 
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general | . woe 

construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants, Write nearest District Office. | River Forest, Illinois. 
a Zeugner, O. K., is taking the Sales Engineering Training 

American Sheet and Tin Plate Company | Course at the Timken Roller Bearing Co. and gives his 

General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. | address as 1222 Park Avenue S. W., Canton, Ohio. 
SD isreicr SALES OF FICE Zilisch, Harold, has gone into business with Jay Reader 

Chicago Gincinnat aan Pie Ney Orleans NewYork | in the firm of Reader & Zilisch, Builders. They are located 
Picide Géaat Repredeatatives: UNITEO StATER STREL PRODUCTS Ca., Sua Hranchaee at 533 South Bluff Street, Janesville, Wisconsin. Zil’s home 

Eicon’ Raprasestandea Un seiSrAtes SrReL. Propucrs Co., New York City | 2ddress is 760 37th Street, Milwaukee. 
er Zola, Stanley P., is associated with Division No. 4 of 

HoH _ | the Wisconsin Highway Commission and stays at 531 
SS aT IS) St., Wisconsin Rapids. 

aaa aan iia nn
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Engineering, Design and Sales Offices—New Engineering, Plant 4. 

E-X-P-A-N-S-I-O-N 
The factors which brought about the rapid to Plants 2, 3 and 4 in West Milwaukee 
expansion of the Chain Belt Company and The Stearns Conveyor Plant at Cleve- 
are still active and bid fair to continue land. Branch offices are maintained in 16 
so for years to come. cities and distributors in more thana 

The Chain Belt Company has grown hundred. 
rapidly with the expansion of mechanical We believe that the future will see a 
handling in industry and the use ofcement greater use of Rex products than the 
in construction. past. 

In neither line are the full possibilities Whether you are a student, a manu- 
yet realized. Each year seesacontinued facturer or an engineer, it might be 
expansion. well to see what these lines 

The lastfew years have seen D DES hold for'you. 
this company expand from the a * . We will gladly furnish any in- 
original plant in Milwaukee, MLS Pee ORS formation desired. 

MIXERS * Traveling Water Screens * CHAIN 
PAVERS * Conveying Systems « SPROCKETS 

759 PARK STREET MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
THE STEARNS CONVEYOR COMPANY (Owned by CHAIN BELT COMPANY) 
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| G 9 It: | a tewo od S i i New Tables — New Alleys | 

“THE STUDENTS BOOK EXCHANGE” 

i 712 State Street i | PLAZA BOWLING ALLEYS i 

| Il | 
| Nearest Book Store to Campus 1 | North Henry —4 doors from State ! 

| 1 | | 
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| ATTENTION |||  PANTORIUM CO. | | 
| £4 1 | | 
I 1 | Cleaners and Dyers | 

| Excellent heavy quality corduroy blazers. | | | 

| Just the thing for the cool days when you | | MADISON’S ONLY | 
j have to do your surveying or when you are 1 | i 
j at the game. All sizes -----------------$4.25 j i MASTER CLEANER i 

| Narrow and wide whalebone breeches in | | | 
! htue corduroy that are of a superb quality. | ! ra ! 

| Every pair is full cut with reinforced knees. tod Sty > KEE | ASSO | 
| They go to make up the necessary equip- i ft Sau PZ Ol aaO | 

j ment for every Engineer. All sizes -------$3.95 [| S SCT Oe a a | 

i oe 1 | oe ae I 
i lo complete this outfit we have some ex- i i Va" j ] i 

i cellent hi-top boots. They are 16-inch high i i ONG ar Ry ; 
= cut moccasins with leather soles. Every oa ON x Wwe | 

| pair of them are oil treated. An extraordi- lo ‘AND CLES ! 
{onary buy at ---------------------------$7.75 | | 

538 STATE STREET 
: ; ; B. 1180 ; 

| MADISO STORE |; | | i M DI N ARMY T R if $5.00 in advance gives $6.00 credit! i 

| 126 EAST MAIN STREET | | | 

| tl | 
| 1 | | 
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CHEMICALS y 2 j 
Asplund, Arne, holds, as 7 

Vix far as we know, the long ws, ee 

bz ‘iy distance record for the class fe ‘ : 
AN of 1927. He is chemist for oe i s oe 

Mo-Domsjé Aktiebolag at ee 
6b : ) Husum, Sulphate Mili, = toe Te ee , 

| gh Sweden, with a permanent CS a ae 
- 1S address at Norr Ma Lar- a i w ee a ae 

- é strand 32, Stockholm, Swe- ee ga ee ees : 4 

g den. In going home, Arne Re ae ee A 
“crossed the Atlantic as ae 

& motorman on a Diesel-en- i 

gined freight steamer, and 

arrived in Gothenburg on 

August 28, oily but happy. Sweden is the same half-wet 

country as before, but children under 25 years of age a 

cannot buy drinks.” He wishes us “Med Utmarkt Hogakt- Bell and Spigot Joint 

ning” for which we thank him most heartily, at least until 

someone translates it for us! ° ° 
Herried, Francis W., 1847 Lake Park Ave., Berwyn, IIl., 'HE Bell and Spigot Joint 

is at the Chicago By-Product Coke Company as a cadet °. 

engineer. His marriage to Miss Selma Nygard of Mt. for Cast Iron Pipe,adopted 

Horeb, Wisconsin, took place July 19. over one hundred years ago, is 

Hrubesky, George H., is in charge of the chemical lab- i 
oratory of the John Strangs Paper Co., Neenah, Wisconsin. the preferred joint today. 

Jeffery, E. W., 125 E. Gorham Street, Madison, is results 

engineer for the Madison Gas and Electric Co. He has It is tight, flexible, easily made 
been engaged in research work on gas purification. ‘i 

Kullman, Earl, is employed by the Wadhams Oil Co., and non-corrodible. There are 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. oo. no bolts to rust out. It makes 
Maresh, Frank, is enrolled in Chicago as a student in . . 

medicine. changes of alignment or inser- 
McFarlane, Donald J., is employed by the Standard Oil ° : : : 

Company of New Jersey but gives us no particulars con- tion. of special fittings a simple 

cerning his job. His address is Elizabeth, New Jersey. matter. It can be taken apart 

Owen, Folkert J., is busy learning the details of vegetable ‘ . 

oil refining at the Proctor and Gamble Company at Cin- and the pipe used over again, 
cinnati. Owen tells us that there are fifteen alumni em- : h ee I : 

ployed in the plant and that a Wisconsin Club was or- without any injury. It 1s not 
ganized among them recently. 4 ‘ « 

Preu, Fred, has been made foreman in the packing de- subject to damage in transit. 

partment of Proctor and Gamble Company of Cincinnati. In fact. it embodies racticall 
é 2 

His address is 4332 Tower Avenue, St. Bernard, Cincinnati, 5 Sack é 

Ohio. all of the desirable qualities in 
Richardson, Francis J., is in the employ of the National d d oe 

Aniline and Chemical Co. On July 30, he was united in an. underground joint. 
marriage to Miss Grace R. Kendall of Glen Ellyn, Illinois. 

Mr. and Mrs. Richardson are at home at 1011 Amherst The use of this type of joint. 

Street, Buffalo, New York. ° YP. Jo ? 

Ridgeway, Lyle C., is cadet gas engineer for the Wis- together with the long life of 
consin Power and Light Co., Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. Ad- * 
dress 325 S. Main St., Fond du Lac. Cast Iron Pipe, makes for ex- 

Robinson, H. P. Jr., is working in the Traffic Department : 

of the Wisconsin Telephone Company and gives his address tremely low maintenance costs. 

as 362 Wauwatosa Avenue, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. 
Ross, George H., obtained employment in the engineering 

department of the Illinois Power and Light Co., Chicago. He THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU 
is living at 139 E. Livingston St., Monticello, Il. Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago 

Ruhnke, Carl H., is engineer with the Seaboard By- Se 
: ———————————— 

Product Coke Company, Jersey City. His address is 79 
Lincoln Park, Newark, New Jersey. “AST R¢ T yp . 

Scheil, Merrill A., is metallurgist for the Gisholt Machine s wD all 

Company of Madison and is living at the T K E house, 216 THE BELL & SPIGOT JOINT 
ry 

Langdon Street. . Our new booklet, “Plan- <a Send for booklet, “Cast 
Schwingel, Christian, is in the Chemistry Department at ning a, Waterworks = — Tron Pipe for Industrial 

the Universiy and is living at 609 S. Few Street, Madison. Teen aoe tego = =i) Dervseer showing ss 

Toner, Harold J., is in the chemical department of the the et eee be [lene accepreo stanoaro ron) eet Special problems 
Continental Can Co., South Ashland Blvd., Chicago. een ore
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- : Tupper, A. D., of Plymouth, Wisconsin, has taken a 
: " position as chemical engineer in the research department of 

E ET a ey the Hamilton Coated Paper Co., of Hamilton, Ohio. 
if . i] oS, Zinn, Robert E., has become chemical engineer for the 

by # Ui - Pe on se lle Victor Chemical Works of Chicago. He is residing at 

in ee an 1132 Union Avenue, Chicago Heights, Illinois. 
a / . : Zodtner, Lysle L., is sales engineer for the Pennsylvania 
4 f : Yea Salt Company. His address is care of Michigan Electro- 

P ae i ; oP chemical Company, Menominee, Mich. 
- 

ey . *)) ( ‘ ALUMNI NOTES 
ee | gs } ye (Continued from page 26) 

vai Ps e ' “9 ee F. F. Mengel, c’11, has resigned his position as division 
a . 3 ot oo engineer of the Wisconsin Highway Commission at Wis- 
— ee, a Me Sure consin Rapids to become a member of the contracting firm 

ie r e ; : x pS an of Mengel & Vogt at the same place. 
. i. r Pg Reuben S. Peotter, c’05, CE’08, vice-president of the Se- 

a ‘f 3 ane ~ r,  <—_ ch cond Ward Savings Bank at Milwaukee, broke 100 targets 
B fh,’ Bs og re EF io - | for a perfect score in a Milwaukee Gun Club Sunday 
a ae a .o i. | shoot not long ago. Mr. Peotter was a member of the staff 

ei ae PMB, OE ie ; of the “Engineer” while he was in school. 

Loui Rumsey, Spencer, c’97, whose death this summer 

was greatly regretted by his large circle of friends 
Ay hy b in Madison and Duluth and by his professional 

Even Li ¢ SAXOp one ma er associates in Wisconsin and Minnesota, was, at 

the time of his death, chief engineer of the Oliver 
USES Brown GS Sharpe 3 Iron Company of Duluth. Mr. Rumsey gained 

§ fame in this section of the country through laying 
; dt ; 4 out several model mining towns on the Minnesota 

) Grin ng Service ; shore of Lake Superior and for years has held high 

office with the Oliver company. He was a member 

MA FACTURER of saxophones en- of the Psi Upsilon fraternity. / 

: SS ESET 
A countered a troublesome problem in P. K. Schuyler, c’21, has an article in the issue of “Engi- 
form grinding the mouthpieces. neering: News-Record” for Sept. 1 on “Wind Velocities in 

* he B h the United States from long time records.” Mr. Schuyler, 
At his request, the Brown & Sharpe who is with the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads has been 

Grinding Service Department designed a making an investigation in the toll bridge situation through- 
. a .: 6 db fe out the country. His itinerary brought him to Madison 

pivote spring xture, operate: y a torm- and he called on Prof. Van Hagan to gossip over affairs 
ing cam, to give the correct curvature, With in Mexico. Mr. Schuyler, during his stay in Mexico City 

. : : in 1926, occupied a room in the same building where Prof. this fixture, which is mounted ona Brown Vail, Hiean had aw apartiient is 1010. 
& Sharpe No. 2 Surface Grinding Machine Edmond H. Thwaits, ¢’25, is with Wood and Weber, Inc., 

: : . : engineers, at Denver, Colorado. His business address is and used in conjunction with a standard Midland Savings Building. 
Wet Grinding Attachment, a substantial eo 
production of accurately finished parts is DEVELOPMENTS IN GAS PURIFICATION 
steadily maintained. q (Continued from page 6) 

Ber si the late 60's smanwficrirers amount of labor necessary to operate the plant, another 

WEE SICe . are s ura advantage of this system is that 100% capacity is 

have brought their gtinding problems to available at all times, whereas, in the oxide method, 

Brown & Sharpe. The vast fund of experi- the capacity decreases as the iron oxide becomes less 

ence gathered during over 60 years is avail- active, 
able for their benefit and the Brown & At the present time the high cost of recovering the 

h . . 1 sulphur by the above process will prohibit its use where 
S arpe engineers in most Cases Can p: ani set sulphur produced from deposits will suffice. However, 
ups for them that give faster production 3} it is very probable that certain properties which this 
and lowered costs. ‘ sulphur possesses, due to its fine state of division, will 

8} encourage its use for special purposes. Some of these 

{ applications are in the preparation of lime-soda sprays 

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. | and other insecticides, and to counteract soil alkalinity. 

PROVIDENCE, R. L., U.S. A. 5} In the latter, the fineness of the sulphur particles -is 
$ necessary to insure their rapid oxidation to the acid. 

==} from the reduced ground space required, and the lower 

simatic nnn nnn OOOO eee i#...
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| - ie, PAY GOOD DIVIDENDS 
oo 

Our successful experience in designing and building Refrigerating and Ice 
Making Plants in the last half century is passed on to the purchaser in the 
form of properly constructed and installed equipments. 

Specifications and Quotations covering any size Refrigerating or Ice 
Making Plant will be submitted on request. 

906 Clinton Street Established 1867 Milwaukee, Wis. 

automobile and airplane wires, 
electrical wires,submarine cables, 
bridge-building cables, wire rope, 
telegraph and telephone wire, ra- 
dio wire, round wire, flat wire, 

star-shaped and all different kinds of shapes of wire, sheet wire, piano 

wire, pipe organ wire, wire hoops, barbed wire, woven wire fences, 
wire gates, wire fence posts, trolley wire and rail bonds, poultry net- 
ting, wire springs, concrete reinforcing wire mesh, nails, staples, tacks, 
spikes, bale ties, steel wire strips, wire-rope aerial tramways. Illus- 

trated story of how steel and wire is made, also illustrated books 
describing uses of all the above wires sent free. 

Sales Offices COMPANY 
Chicago New York Boston Cleveland Worcester Philadelphia Pittsburgh Buffalo Detroit Cincinnati Baltimore 

Wilkes-Barre St.Louis Kansas City St.Paul OklahomaCity Birmingham Memphis Dallas Atlanta Denver Salt Lake City 

Export Representative: U.S. Steel Products Co., New York 

Pacific Coast Representative: U.S. Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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WE CALL WE DELIVER 

CLEANING, PRESSING and REPAIRING 

654 State Street Badger 7542 

AGENCY 

M [ A H Richelieu Pure Food Products 

Goeden & Company 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

GROCERIES FRUITS 

VEGETABLES 

434 STATE STREET Telephone B. 1163-1164 

SSS 

Crome, JUFKIN 23 =e [UFKIN ff Fay a. a ae an EvaN\\ TAPES OG SMALL (ieee 
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a DISTINCTIVE IN QUALITY Z 
a Made in patterns best suited to every class of work 

SEND FOR 5X) 

Cat. No. 11--Tapes aud Rules Cat. No. 5—Tools eRe Nal TR et 

: | wees ens THE LUFKIN fpuLe (0. Saginaw, Michigan uhh 
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# [JFE is worth living once more * 
es Because Senior, Junior and “Soph” + 
f All came back once more; 2 
i We hope they're successful, bigosh. 2 

if 
> 

iG “cc » 3 rs Grad” has passed away - 
+ But temporarily, we hope, + 

By He'll be back Homecoming, we pray, + 
: OP school will impart new dope. . 

¢ * 
+ Now who can take “Grad’s” place? # 

ie ” > ls They sent a man called “Frosh”, + 
‘| We'd'like to see his face, : 
bs And help him if we can, bigosh. : 
bi + 
ce = + + 
- * 
+ + 

ia - 
e * : : : 
+ - 
e - i : 
+| WISCONSIN BLUE PRINT COMPANY : 
Ka 3 
+ 26 West Mifflin Street - Madison, Wisconsin * 
+ , 
e a 
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Oo ho ani, - Rive A. Beneker 

Julien Charles Tournier 
In the life program of Julien Charles We publish his picture as a tribute 

Tournier, public recognition had no to him and because he typified the 

part. thousands of men and women who 

He Bena os an instrement meen have dedicated their lives to elec- 

Edison’s laboratory. His forty-five trical development. 

years of service to electricity were The world will never know their 
completed in the same work, at the james They have no craving to be 

Schenectady plant of the General known But their devotion is some- 
Llectric Company. thing quite beyond theinterest of men 

Heinvented and contributed improve- in ordinary business. They deal with 
ments to switches, sockets, fuse- 4 Power of vast usefulness. 

plugs, and attachment plugs. Within the ranks of the General Elec- 

He might have retired, had he . tricCompanyaremanysuchmen. 
so chosen, and lived in comfort; Their spirit is the best assurance 

but his love for electricity was that electricity will year by year 

his life, and he was content. findmoreand better waystoserve. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC _
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